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NOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department
of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United
States Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.

The contents of this report do not necessarilv reflect the official view
or policy of the Coast Guard; and they do not constitute a standard,
specification, or regulation.

This report, or portions thereof may not be used for advertising or
sales promotion purposes. Citation of trade names and manufacturers
does not constitute endorsement or approval of such products.
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In recent years there has been an increasing employment of high-speed marine craft
dependent on dynamic and air-cushion lift for support and stability. Existing
regulations for the safety of ships and craft at sea are based upon displacement mode
operation and cannot adequately be applied to high-speed craft when operating with
their dynamic or air cushion means of support. As a result, the U.S. Coast Guard has
begun a study of stability standards for such craft which is being carried out as
part of the Coast Guard's overall Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS) Program. This report
presents the results of the second (or classification) task of a four-task study of
intact-stability standards. Four broad categories of dynamically supported craft are
examined: Amphibious Air-Cushion Vehicles (ACV), Rigid-Sidehull Surface-Effect Ships
(SES), Hydrofoil Craft & Planing Craft. The different methods by which stability in
the nondisplacement mode is achieved by each of these categories is examined, along
with the various stability related operational hazards to which they can be subjected.
Existing stability standards are reviewed. From these examinations and from the
results of the background study prepared as Task 1, the four categories of dynamically
supported craft considered have been divided into classes for which the same, or
similar, intact stability standards can apply. Tasks III and IV which have not yet
been initiated are designed for the detailed investigation of stability parameters
and for the development of recommended stability standards for one, or more, of the
categories of craft examined.
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PREFACE

The work reported herein was accomplished for the U.S. Coast Guard's
Office of Research and Development, Safety and Advanced Technology Division,
Vessel & Port Safety Technology Branch as part of its Commercial Vessel
Safety (CVS) Program. Technical direction of the work performed was provided
by Lt. John C. Burson, USCG.

Very significant contributions to the contents of this report have been provided
by:

The U.S. Navy's David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D
Center (DTNSRDC), Bethesda, Md.

The U.S. Navy's Surface Effect Ship Project Office
(PMS 304), DTNSRDC, Bethesda, Md.

The British Hovercraft Corporation, Isle of Wight,
England.

The source of all background material used for the study is identified in
the text and listed in the references at the end of the report.
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S.IIMMARY

This report presents tihe results of the second (or classification) task of
a four-task study of intact-stability standards for dynamically supported
craft. Four broad categories of dynamically supported craft are examined:

Amphibious Air-Cushion Vehicles (ACV)

Rigid-Sidehull Surface-Effect Ships (SES)

Hydrofoil Craf,

Planing Craft

The different methods by which stability in the non-displacement mode is
achieved by each of these categories is examined, along with the various
stability related operational hazards to which they can be subjected.
Existing stability standards are also reviewed. From these examinations and
from the results of the background study prepared as task 1, the four
categories of dynamically supported craft considered have been divided
into classes for which the same,or similar,intact stability standards can
apply.

Tasks III and IV which have not yet been initiated are designed for the

detailed investigation of stability parameters and for the development of
recommended stability standards for one, or more, of the categories of
craft examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Coast Guard has no special intact-stability standards for
craft such as surface-effect ships, hydrofoil craft and planing craft. When
such craft operate in the dynamically supported, or non-displacement mode, the
present intact-stability standards for conventional craft, cannot be adequately
applied. With the increasing commercial employment of high-speed marine
craft, for passenger and light-freight service, and the on.going development
of newer types of craft depending on dynamic-lift principles, the U.S. Coast
Guard has become very much aware of the inadequacy of present regulations
regarding stability for application to these advanced craft. For this
reason, the Coast Guard has initiated a program of study to develop suitable
stability criteria to provide the basis for standards to assure the safe
operation of such craft.

The study is being carried out as part of the Coast Guard's overall Commercial
Vessel Safety Program (CVS). The CVS Program objectives are directed toward
minimizing loss of life, personal injuries and property damages involving
commercial, scientific or exploratory vessels,both domestic and worldwide,
through prevention of casualties. This objective is pursued through the
administration of federal laws, the development and enforcement of Federal
standards, and implementation of international agreements.
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ThI ,i . lor thc (X),adt tuard safety progrtam, with respect to foreign vessels,
is ,i seri, s ot iiternat iona I agreeme nts which includv thIe S.:iety of Life at
Sa (SOI.A.) Covent ion and various other int ernatlonal agreements drawn up
undcr the kitspice-s of specialized agencies of the United Nat ions such as the

Intergovrumental Maritime Consultant Organization (IMCO) as described by
(uddut, Jtuly 72.

On the 14th November 1977, 1MCO published a proposed Code of Safety for
Dynamically Supported Craft* and the provisions of the code are now being
studied by the member countries of the Organization. In the United States,
the U.S. Coast Guard, as part of their CVS Program,are evaluating the proposed
(IMCO) safety standards and, if deemed necessary, will propose amendments or
new safety standards for commercial, dynamically supported craft operating in
U.S. waters.

The IMCO Safety Requirements cover a wide range of considerations of which

craft stability is only a part. Unfortunately, with the exception of surface-
piercing hydrofoil craft, only general intact--stability guidelines are stated,
eg. "Within approved operational limits, the craft should return to her
original attitude after a disturbance causing roll, pitch, heave or any

combination of these disturbances". It is the objective of the present study,
however, to lay the grundwork for defining more specific standards.

In accord with IMCO philosophy, it was also recognized that it was necessary

to produce safety standards so that

(a) Existing craft, which have demonstrated their ability to operate
at an acceptable level of safety when engaged on restricted
voyages and under restricted operational weather conditions, etc.,

were not further restricted, and that

(b) further research and development of these craft is not unnecessarily

inhibited.

The fundamental principle upon which provisions were to be developed was to
provide an equivalent level of safety to that nromally expected of ships
complying with the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
with lull recognition that operational areas may have to be limited.

Proposed revisions to the IMCO Code of Safety regarding craft stability were
to be investigated and formulated by the Coast Guard by means of a two
phase study. Phase I was to be performed in two tasks:

Task I. Establish the background of stability of dynamically supported

craft by a literature search.

Task 1l. Classify dynamically supported craft by susceptibility to
like stability standards.

IMCO Resolution A 373(x), 14 NOV 1977.
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If these activities Stlggest that effective stability standards could be
developed for dynamically supported craft, the Coast Guard proposes to
complete the study by a Phase II consisting of two further tasks:

Task Ii1. Determine the effect of parameters critical to intact
stability in displacement and non-displacement operation.

Task IV. Develop stability standards for one or more classes of
craft.

This present report is the result of Task II. Task I was completed in
June 1979 and resulted in a comprehensive six(6)-volume bibliography and
a description of the findings of the background study. The six volumes
were bound separately with the following titles.

Volume 1. Background Study of Intact Stability Standards for
Dynamically Supported Craft, Master Report.

Volume II. A Categorized Bibliography of Amphibious ACV Stability
Related Reports.

Volume 111. A Categorized Bibliography of Rigid-Sidehull SES Stability
Related Reports.

Volume IV. A Categorized Bibliography of Hydrofoil Craft Stability
Related Reports.

Volume V. A Categorized Bibliography of Planing Craft Stability
Related Reports.

Volume V1. A Categorized General Bibliography of Ship and Small
Craft Stability Related Reports.

This background study included the bibliographic search, document review,
annotation and interpretation of the technology and requirements for stability
of dynamically supported craft.

This present report, describing the results of Task II, is organized to present
the background to prior stability standards, a classification of craft types
and how they achieve stability, a classification of stability related hazards,
a classification of stability standards and recommendations for work to be
performed in Phase II of the overall study program.

The stability of four broad categories of dynamically supported craft are
examined:

Amphibious Air-Cushion Vehicles (ACV)

Rigid-Sidehtill Surface-Effect Ships (SES)

Hydrofoil Craft

Planing Craft

3



* The di lIrent methods by which stability in the non-displacement mode is
achieved by each of these categories is examined, along with the various
stabilitv rkJlated operational hazards to which they can be subjected.
Existing stability standards are also reviewed. From these examinations
and from the results of the background study prepared as Task I, the
four categories have been divided into classes for which the same or
similar intact stability standards can apply.

lasks III and IV which have not yet been initiated, are designed for
the detailed investigation of stability parameters and for the development
of recommended stability standards for one, or more, of the categories
of craft examined.

2. DEFINITIoN OF A DYNAMICALLY SUPPORTED CRAFT

1MCO, 14 NOV 77 recognizes dynamically supported craft by the following
de fin i t ion.

1.4.1 "Dynamically Supported Craft" is a craft which is operable on
or above water and which has characteristics so different from those
of conventional displacement ships, to which the existing International
Conventions, particularly the Safety and Load Line Conventions, apply,
that alternative measures should be used in order to achieve an
equivalent level of safety. Within the aforementioned generality,
a craft which complies with either of the following characteristics
would be considered a dynamically supported craft:

(a) the weight, or a significant part thereof, is balanced in one
mode of operation by other than hydrostatic forces;

v
(b) the craft is able to operate at speeds such that the function/hi

is equal to, or greater than 0.9. Where "v" is maximum speed,
"L" is the water line length and "g" is the acceleration due to
gravity, all in consistent units.

1.4.2 "Air-cushion vehicle" is a craft such that the whole or a
significant part of its weight can be supported whether at rest or
in motion by a continuously generated cushion of air dependent for
its effectiveness on the proximity of the surface over which the
craft operates.

1.4.3 "hydrofoil boat" is a craft which is supported above the water
surface in normal operating conditions by hydrodynamic forces generated
on foils.

1.4.4 "Side-wall craft" is an air-cushion vehicle whose walls extending
along the sides are permanently immersed hard structures.

This same definition has been adopted by the U.S. Coast Guard. Note that,
although an Air-Cushion Vehicle is not in principle a dynamically supported
craft, it has been qualified as such under item 1.4.1(b) of the IMCO proposed
risolut Ion. ( IMCO 14 NOV 77)

4
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In the context of this present report "Side-Wall Craft" (line item 1.4.4 of
the IMCO Proposed Resolution) have been redefined as "Rigld-Sidehull Surface-
Etect Ships" and (in most cases) this has been abbreviated to the term SES.
Planing craft have also been included in this present study since at high
speed they can often qualify under line Items 1.4.1(a) and (b) of the IMCO
proposed resolution.

3. REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK

Dynamically supported craft, by the definition of Chapter 2.1, were first
introduced in the late nineteenth century. By 1914, planing boats had been
developed sufficiently to be used successfully in World War I. It appears
that hydrofoil craft, which were first introduced successfully by the Italians
in 1905, were being used for military purposes by the Germans at the beginning
of World War II. These craft were of the surface piercing foil type and have
since been developed further, principally by Italy, the Soviet Union, Norway,
Germany and Switzerland, and have been used extensively for passenger service
throughout the world. The Amphibious Air Cushion Vehicle (ACV) and Rigid-
Sidehull Surface-Effect Ship (SES) first appeared as viable craft in the
late 1950's. By the late 1960's both types were being used extensively for
passenger service,principally in Europe but also in many other partsof tieworld
Hydrofoil craft of the fully submerged (auto-controlled) foil type were
first introduced (by the U.S. Navy) in the late 1950's. Both military and
commercial applications of this type have since proved very successful.

From the background work for this study, the Master Report, Volume I,
presented a more in-depth discussion of these various developments, as they
related to craft stability. From this background review, it was evident that
very few stability related accidents had occurred among dynamically supported
craft to date. Additionally, no widely accepted stability standards had been
established for such craft operating in the dynamically supported mode.
Stability criteria, which have been developed by private industry and govern-
ments, have ranged from the use of simple design guidelines to the use of
sophisticated multi-degree-of-freedom mathematical simulations of craft
motions. Seemingly because of the applicability of the use of more
conventional techniques, standards for the evaluation of the stability of
such craft, in the hullborne mode of operation, have been given greater
publicity and have moved further towards gaining universal acceptance. (See
GOLDBERG FEB, 74 as an example)

The present study relates to both displacement and non-displacement modes of
operation, with emphasis placed on the latter. Since a designer and operator may
well be concerned about the stability in transitioning from one mode to another,
it was also considered important to review, herein, the development of stability
standards for displacement craft. Also, since the development of stability standards
for displacement craft have received considerable attention over the years,
it was hoped that some of the basic concepts developed, particularly those
developed in recent years, could be of value to guide the development of
standards for dynamically supported craft.

In the subchapters which follow, the prior development of intact stability
standards for each class of craft of interest is presented, starting with a
review of relevant work accomplished for displacement craft (or for craft
operating in the displacement mode).

5



3.1 STABILIITY STANDARDS FOR DISPLACEMENT MODE OPERATION

The developmenlt of displacement-ship stability criteria has seen a long
period ot evolution which is still far from complete. According to BIRD
MAR 75, one of tile first measures of ship stability was the (now well known)
metacentrie height as developed by Plere Bouguer in 1746. In this
development Bouguer first defined the metacentric radius (BM), as the ratio

of water plane 2nd moment of area (I), to the immersed volume, V. (BM=I/V)
Thius, the metacentric height (GM), which was used as a measure of initial
pitch or heel stiffness, was defined as

GM = KB + BM - KG

where KB is the vertical coordinate of the ship's centre of buoyancy and KG
is the vertical coordinate of the ship's center of gravity. Thus,ship's
righting arm (GZ) was, in this case, approximated by

GZ = GM. sin 4 or (GM)

with 4 the angle of heel in radians.

By 1796, Atwood had developed an expression for the ship's righting arm valid
for larger angles of heel as follows:

v(hl h 2 )
CZ =(BG)sin

V

In this case (v), is the volume of immersed or emerged wedge, (hlh 2 ) is the
moment arm of transfer of volume and (BG) is the vertical distance between the

center of buoyancy and center of gravity.

It was recognized (if not at that time, then later) that (i) the (GM)
should be large enough to prevent capsizing, excessive list in case of

flooding or excessive list under pressure from strong beam winds and (ii)

the (GM) should be small enough to prevent violent rolling in waves.

In an attempt to relate stability of ships to their rolling motion the concept

of work-done to capsize was introduced by Moseley in 1850. Moseley considered

the balance of work done under the influence of external forces and the work

required of the ship to resist such action in terms of the area under the

righting moment curve, eg. if the inequality

J Omaxi [Mr() - Mh() ] dO > 0
int

was maintained, the ship was considered to be stable. In this case Mr(4 ) and
Mh( o ) are the functional relationships between righting and heeling moments
respectively and the angle of heel. 

4 int and 0max are the initial and
maximum angles of roll respectively. The general concept of this approach
is still widely used.

The reader is referred to CLEARY MAR 75, HYDRONAUTICS 75 and BIRD MAR 75 for

more detail concerning the historical developments in displacement ship
stability criteria.

6
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The most significant milestones and contributions which have led to the
development of modern-day intact-stability criteria for displacement vessels
are reviewed in Table 3-I. Of particular significance is the work by Moseley
1850, Pierrotet 1935, Rahola 1939 and Odabasi 1976. The intact-stability
standards that have been developed specifically for high-performance ships
operating in the displacement mode can be found in:

(i) the U.S. Navy's standards presented by Goldberg 1974 and

(iI) the IMCO Resolution A 373(x), 14 NOV 1977.

From the review of Table 3-1 and the standards given in the above references,

four distinct groups of intact-stability criteria have evolved.

(a) Criteria which use GM and Freeboard and are now applied mainly to small
craft, tugs and fishing vessels.(See USCG Standards for example)

(b) Criteria based on GM and the statical and dynamical righting levers
as used by IMCO for example.

(c) Criteria which used simplied theoretical heeling levers for comparison
with theoretical righting levers as now used by the USSR, Japan and
many European countries.

(d) Newly developing criteria which are based on the theory of stability of
ship motion. (See Odabasi 1976, and USCG sponsored work by Bovet 1973
and Paulling 1973)

TABLE 3-1. SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES AND CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTACT STABILITY CRITERIA FOR DISPLACEMENT VESSELS.

Y EAR PRINIcPAL I RELEVANT FORM.LA COMMNTS
_ NVESTICATOR

174n Bouguer Metacentric radius defined.
1796 Atwood More precise derivation of snips righting arm.
1850 Moseley The concept of work-done to capsize established.
1887 Denny Safe minimum stability curve recommended.

190b BBTR British Board of Trade Rules; gave minimum freeboard stindards.

1913 Benjamin l)ebO 0.656 ft#rad for P= 60 Concept of dynamical lever curve introduced as the integral of

the righting arm curve. Benjamin's recommendations for minimum
2)e 0 >_0.164 fttrad for im 30* integral values e60 and e 30 followed a comparison of a large

number of vessels which had operated successfully. His limiting
angles were criticized and he modified his approach to the

specification of a standard curve.

1922 Biles GM . 1.0 Ft. Minimum GM recommended for passenger ships. His concern was the

frequent over prediction of the actual GM In the as built
condition. The need to keep the period of roll longer than the
encounter periods to be expected in the N. Atlantic seas is

discussed.

10) H.I)t Minimum and maximum GZ's are recommended to give satistactory
initial stability and safe rolling motions from comparison with
existing ships.

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea.

h . International Load Line Convention. Only general guidelines
given.

i'-' Plerrottet Forces tending to cause capsize are investi-
gated. Included are the forces due to wave slope, wind pressure,
passenger heel and rudder action in high speed turns. The sum ot
these are plotted against heel angle and are superimposed upon

available righting moments. It was recommended that the
destabilizing force must balance the work done by the resistive
force at heel angles less than 50' for passenger ships and 25"
for ferry vessels. His recommendations were not well received.
They were considered to be too severe and the limiting angles
were too large. The approach (in modified form) is still used
today by the U.S. Navy, the Japanese and many European countries.

originall. tJLeo in n. rid.
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TABLE I- . SIGNIFICANT MI.ESTONES AND CON'IKIBUTlONS IN lilt. DEVEIL)I'MENT OF
INTACT STABII.1TY CRIfERIA FOR DI SI'IACEMENI VESSELS. (unt'd.

W"T T. e.\ LLet..T- " W

I oo.t Al eu Io l1-.Ar c. ieeeez... r eu x >C.e

to Lav *de.ar e I! iitv

n % 4 1 in IIgnlic-Itt ,eLr Ite,. to.et a;.eue1 ti r'41t:I
10 . .. , oil o i .svv r., it , e i,-.% ,i gell oesta l,

q o tK- i * 5 ' Kaiola r teSeeiead ti, it . . , at IcalI tu ,t -g .,e u~cerL.Ie
. J' J5* the .p inttg tories t I ,. t t as, -,t'Jtcd at set., b-t

j Dvnamcd, [ever shall be: aeeewlv.lge0 that ti MtieeatLe. cc>e.tlt c a ,le .oid It. *i ela.,

- 15 rt. Jg. for '" . .:t'el, and prtsent td Cit trms o ,! i i I ,, lot. I
- i.aile't ot the Io ioOWIil .la t . , I I I ,. ill , , .c i,1 'd .re l' eo;.t.t o ti I e,

(o)wvi ca eet and ntic .l :t1con .1, the ,ac tt} oM it,. l ,

bw iit n2thove eaOd not calesized Ie Ji'tentiitltg; -, IC
b t for imaw.r,,lon ot non- Ia rt,. m"Imus altol le. In tn .-in$t ,r , .=

t c f g-shC ~ o te n~ I b : tilt, niinsmtiol reqaired ares aid, t tit- lei;e;c aim t r .t,
foosrei~rig cargO tthe maximum allowable fete vI ig.

.I J le required mnimum area -ldes tht right Ing arm ,I ve lit
relation to the area ander the feeling s.sant cirve-

Rahola supported his investigationt with maneuvering experimentw
to determine rudder forces and centrifugal forces in a turn. Tie
main criticism of the ctiter.on was that tice approeco was nut1nondimensional and could not apply .q.ally to ships if all sizes.

Lst Taylor 3M--'Li it. For ieihing vessel design mt, iuttis na.t! 2) l. recommended

for Lhe Light condition.

1947 SLmpson Freeboard 1.5 to i,) it. Recommended erability Criterion tor U.S. East Coast trawlers.

GM 7 1.0 ft. Minimum Fieeboard and GM in no-fuel condition but wtih 13 to 20ton4
Lit ice Oii deck.

1.7 Protaska tote given. Concept of Residual Stability introduced.

198 sOwA) TUt SOLkS Convention Insisted that all Shtlp's Masters b- provided

with adequate stability information.

PIll Skinner None gtven. Recoanition that damage stablity criteria and the 1930 Load-Line
Pegulation for Vessels over '.O ft. in length provided adequate

intact staceilitv for large ships but not so for small vessels,

Skinner considered stability of small ships under the iniluence
of simultaneous action ot wind. waves and shipping water. He
concluded that toe Max IZ and the corresponding heal angle were
sufficient to define the righting-arm curve.

1952 Irim 13 t ,iM + tbiCos 3t 3 hlls ,as the tist attempt to relate ,e otanilltc of a onlp to

I virtual mass moment of its motions. It is tnis approach ,hico forms the basis of mos[
inertia about rolling axi modern research activities. Grim considered the variation of

. - displacement restoring moment in waves Using toe equation shown to the left.

:GM % ax, variation in GM In 1954 Grim considered the zoro general rolling motion a.

Save frequency 1; + .G(s) + 4 w.ere M i the excitation.

I - time
-- angle of roll

1954 Wendel Wendel, in combining the tindings it 05ny resear:hers. concluded

that the most c ritlcal stability condition tr ships under 2OU

length arises when the ship reacts to waves with length ar.d

velocity the same as that of the slp and with wave crest

amidships. He fouLed that the total loss ci reL iing moment In
following or qtartering waves was dependent on wave height, wave

geometry, steepness and L1e Location of tle wave crest relative

to the shipo' length.

Wendel used a graphical approach bv superimt0sing a one-dimenton

wave form on a shio's profile drawing and calculating righting

arms allowing for sinkage and taim. lthough some capsizes were

explained by this method, it generally resulted in grossly unreal-

istic losses in restoring moments. This was later modified bv

others Arndt . Roden using the Seith Effect. (Also Paullag

19re1)

1955 Kerwin Attempted assUciation of ship motion theory with transverse

stability. Results showed that for kconditions of no damping

and for ratios of the wave encourrer period to the roll natural

period of 0.5, 1. 1.5 etc. unstable rolling motion occurred.

1950 Steel The effect of operational factors on ship stability were consider-

ed. After analyzing several casualties Steel concluded that tte

minimum standards should not re accepted without considering the

type of ship, It', ervice jeed sVl or .ago.
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TABLE 3-1. SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES AMD CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTACT STABILrrY CRITERIA FOR DISPLACEMENT VESSELS. (Cont'd.)

Ir--: 4 - - - -.. ... .. .. ..-.___

Iii, ia j ,.t .ri,.tt I a E .tlLv rat,r , Ad,,ptL, lit Iad*il w,. pfr-, t.d S .'thd

.I r.. ( -. " l"41, -4 by V - 4 1 crrt, ,t.t 'II, P (.Ag tm 'I..

-.. .cttO ul, M tt,,-J Fit A, - A - it e 1 t. , , ' h 4 in IItJ - I t .,

115,0 PaulI LI a V:~.I~Abt I,- p .11P . t I | t o -I,tl it Ira - 1-1l- A 1".. A , L "lp |it[ -ff.

lfv-tiv44 1.d. P|I,, tdv. An- rAlnj 1. eq slh W-rr t - ii, ,J 1'a.g

.s 15yl.ar svr l g ,'ii.l n Ir 1, hi , tan1 .40n Alei .11V~advd}l Hlr.Vs-rOii c.'upiln i~sding 10 ingiahltl( was 541.iyti..ll)

d.monstrated and er l .d experisentaIis.

i14"l SOLAS Safety or Life at Se (convention.

96eL Pulling In an recension of W/endel's work Paulling computed the transverse

stability of a ship supported by a wave ajd verified his result

sxprimentally. He recognized that stability in waves differs

from the static came due to the difference In under water geometry

nd t he non-hydrostatic pressure distribution ISmith Effect) in

eves. For small angiles of heal Paulling presented analytical

xpressions for righting arm as a function of he ship and wav .

eometry and for large angles he usled Bonjean and moment curves cud

atistied equilibrium conditions tV trial and error as per methods

sed In bendinr-moment calculations.

i"IO LMCO IMCO Sub-Committee on Subdivision and stability for all ship types

was established.

1962 Dq Cane Broaching and surging in following sea was studied and Included

experimental investigation in regular seas using a powered

destroyer model in a free-to-surge rig. The phenomena of "copture'
in which surging is reduced to zero and the ship is forced to
proceed at wave speed, was demonstrated.

1962 Sarchin (a) Heeling arm at point This defines the stability and buoyancy criteria for U.. Nvil

(c)_ 0.6 max righting arm. Surface Ships. The assessment of adequate intact stability qice

the Pierrottet (1935)(so called wind-line) approach in compering
(b) Al._l.4 A

2 where A 2  the ship's righting arm curve and wznd-heeling-ars curve and

extends 25' to windward includes allowances for the movmeent ot heav weights and

of (c). passengers, high-speed turning, and top-side tcln.

............................................................... . ...... "....

The criteria, in general, represent higher standards than

employed in commercial practice.

1962 Soarer From an analytical treatment of broaching Suarez indi.,ted

conditions under which the Mvaing moment would %ncreate be-. nd

the ability of the rudder to prevent broaching.

1962 Swasn The existmasie o aminlmum wave steepness beyond which btosecLng

would occur was demonstrated using simplified equalions if molion

in the horizontal plane. The offect af hull design on broachtint

tendency wad also indicated.
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TABIL.E 1- . SIGNIFICANT MILES['ONES; AND CONThRIBUTIONS IN '11: I)EVELOPMEiNT OF
INTACT STABILITY CRITERIA FOR DISPLACEMEN'T VESSELS. (Cont'd.)

1.n " 1 1. ll. 1 411111h E . t l is. t (bb hAp ter H a , I t Ct lo .

4 I, | I - th e .- t:, . nr a ts,ri n wli,, t- U.S. C06*E Guard

I L0 IIld i..p Ut 1. s I iti w lt.itI, Ciei l :he cid

. . kitI L4 th r.. - 1- .i.j.~ Ig Lj A!; I111 r-~o rLO r1.1

n.- * t . . '/ g I{t -a[-lt 01 atj11L tL.'.

I L , ,, O fllI1: 1 dd t o ,thetI c p., Ili Z.1 Ildbll ity cr ti tt1a have been

h- I 2,s jlI1 Im inul Ii. ' "7'lin l ltIVkj

tor 'I s- I . . . nd), .,,. . t so

1 6t~ce aisj . tPtEr uiat1, a .1

r'. ( '117.l . 11-vt ,'a ... tl .'. . idopj1 ,d 1n 164 1 At itL iitv r i t rrl-s

r r r - r., hijr -rs ina .;Cher

- srI a:'w trim r, ntr.tr
A La t 4rsL , <nt, ft.'

- ipia e t. ne , . onss

* - eel angle to n-_nalf el

!i:-o i d - 1. hich.,erj
is le.4

VA=S k.,EK l IPS

2r. tori , .iver ler
N Is mb r ag t psdr titc r

. ' o 4nlp t , .

b o Lt Aon , os . hi

-IlLer paI~secIger r

196 IL he q~bInerntioalLidl .e10vet n, htc ce tnt

or, r. oItver leroo..

v.1eg19to (ve tePr tabi ty chcked

; - 41114

1968 Wade41 IIl, r14eikg rmICOporsreiedb aenk d e . ofshn

r l l~evr .,e

gtIn11g lrmcr rte angle

1966 ILLC The 1966 International Load-Lite Convention, which came into
effect in 1966 required all veasel over 79 ft. on Interational
voyage,. to have their stablitry checked.

1968 Madeinebki IIICO progress reviewed by Iladeinieki and Jens. for fishing
veels. hew recomendations differed little from kthola t

196b IMcO as) CM-.' it passengler ships Intergoverrnental Maritime Cons1ultative Organization Published

CII .i. ft fishing vesl Intact stability standards for passestger and cargo ships.GM ~The 114C0 recomendatioss for ships under 328 ft. ws based on
b) 4'25* (40 is$ at max GZ) a sample statistical analysis of the righting-arm curves of

m capsized ships. The result is a standard very simlar to that
e) GZ' 0.6,b ft at _ 30* obtained by Rahola (1939) as illustrated in the figure below:

d) Dynamical lever (e)
e30 -10.3 ft.deg; q -30*

eo '16.9 it.de; 9 =4o" GZ .5 I
I I I ! -' I E J A,4H iN ( 9

or 9 at the angle of floodin (FT) 1.25 (
1
913)

e30 5.6 ft. deg. 1.0 (

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

AMLE OF HEEL. 0 (DEGREES)

(From BIRr 75)

Niote that the effect of winds end waves are excluded and the
result. have beeon crltted tot inronsissrciell In the stattitical

data base.
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TABI,E 3-I. SIGNIFICANT MILESIONES AND CONTRIBUIIONS IN 'IHE DEVELOI'MEN'I OF
WINACT STABII ITY CRITERIA FOR )ISPI.ACEMEN'T VESSELS. (Cont'd.)

St i cusct J a, t ~i'.[ i and xperimental I tuiud, 11 .he I -- I 1,11waJ .peeu

'in 14Ltrji tabtlItv of beam-trci, r, In calm nkd tough water
with head and t~lluwini is.t

li' . . " I. - I A conventional "dynaical" ribilii, critri ,n (musslev 50)
!1i tO used with the iniluence o rolling introdu-ed via an

cmpiricallv based calculation of the amplitude ot rolling with

"t c - "ivnamical" heling momen this amplitude used as the initial angle of heel. The
-O.001 Pv,., amplitude of rolling # is expr-ed graphically as a function

of ship beam, draft. biock coefftient and Initial G.M.

iv - wind pressure given as

a function ct Z

A, projected lateral area Eabove waterline N

.- hesight of area controid
above waterline

1972 iauilling Free-running cargo-ship model capsizing tests in heavy s:as.
Tests conducted in San Francisco Bay showed that capsizing

occurred in one of three modes:

(a) low-cycle resonance due to passage of several steep waves.

(b) a single large wave causes loss of stability for a

sufficiently long time to allow capsize.

(c) broaching in steep breaking waves when rudder cannot hold

course and dynamic effect of returning causes capsize.

1976 idabasi Two principal e es f equat- A very sugniticant new intact-stabilIty criteria is presented
ions nust he satiared which which is based on1 the theory of stability of motion. The
involve advantage of the criteria is that capsizing can be predicted

(a) stability against paramet- which cannot be predictcd by existing standards. rhe criterion

ric resonance (small angles is apolied to the prediction of capsizing of MT. Edith Tericol.

of roll) for a selected Limitations ot the new criterion are mentioned and the need

design-wave condition, for further research is emphasized.

ib) the determination of the

maximum possible angle cf

roll which must lie within

the region o stability or

angle of down-flooding.

1976 Amy Specific standards are quoted An experimental and analytical study of intact stability require-

to govern the heeling-arm meats for U.S. towing and fishing vessels is presented. The

curves for the following characteristics of the U.S. towing and fishing fleets in general

hazards: were gathered, and 51 vessels were characterized in detail.

(a) Tripping of towing vessels Four models of representative vessels were built and tested in

in calm water calm water and in regular waves. The calm-water tests studied

(b) Water on deck in low-speed towing vessels' tripping by their own power, and by the movement

head or following sea of their tow. The tests in waves took pl&ce in following, beam,
operation, and head waves, dith tile vessels running free or towing. The

(c) Loss of stability in high- relationships between a vessel's power, handling, and proportions,
speed operations in follow- and its probability of capsizing were studied. A set of stability

ing seas. critaria for use by the USCG was presented.

(d) Rolling with wind heel and

water on deck in beam-sea

operations.

1979 Wright A simple equation of roll motion (intended for beam-sea applica-

tions) is set up and three approximate methods of solution for

the regular response are described. The simple equation allows

the system to be biased, but modes of motion other than roll are

suppressed.

Additions to the simple roll equation are proposed which allow

heave, pitch and sway to be included and also parametric

excitation. Some progress towards the theoretical predltion

of capsize in non-regular waves is also reported.

Predictions based oil the analysis of the simple roll equation are
compared with the results of model experiments in a regular

beam sea.

Some Tets of computed results ire presenteo whih illustrate th"
effect on the regular roll performance f varving the parameter

of a hypothetical GZ curve which was ".osen to be near the

limits allowed by the present IMU stability criteria. These
results illustrate the !mportant Influence )I the range of
stability and roll damping on the safety ot a ship from castz.
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1.2.1 CrIL w iLh Surface-Piercing Foils

For hydroiloil craft with surtace-pierciug foils, no specific stability standards
could be tound from the Literature search conducted as part of the background
study. However, SUPRAMAR, in their report of DEC 76, provide some simple
design guidelines and the IMCO Resolution, 14 NOV 77, identifies some general
considerations. Methods similar to those presented by SUPRAMAR for assessing
the stability of craft with surface-piercing foils can also be found in
BATH IRON 54. Both the Supramar and Bath Iron Works reports are, however,
only concerned with small angular motions about normal trim conditions in still
water. The guidelines available are summarized as follows:

(a) IMCO 14 NOV 77

Chapter 2.5 STABILITY OF THE CRAFT IN THE NON-DISPLACEMENT MODE

2.5.1 The Administration should be satisfied that.when operating in the
non-displacement and transient modes within aiproved operational limitations,
the craft willafter a disturbance causing roll, pitch, heave or any
combination thereof, return to the original attitude.

2.5.2 The roll and pitch stability of each craft, in the non-displacement
mode, should be determined experimentally prior to entering commercial

service and be recorded.

2.5.3 Where craft are fitted with surface-piercLng structure or appendages,

precautions should be taken against dangerous attitudes or inclinations and
loss of stability subsequent to a collision with a submerged or floating

object.

Appendix II, Chapter 1.2 STABILITY IN THE TRANSIENT AND FOIL-BORNE MODES

1.2.1 The stability ehould satisfy 2.5 of this Code.

1.2.2 (a) The stability in the transient and foil-borne modes should
be checked for all cases of loading for the intended service of

the craft.

(b) The stability in the transient and foil-borne modes may be
determined either hy calculation or on the basis of data obtained
from model experiments and should be verified by full-scale tests

by the Imposition of a series of known heeling moments by off-
centre ballast weights,andbyrecording the heeling angles produced
by these m mencs. When taken in the hull-borne, take-off, steady-
foil-borne, and settling-to-hull-borne modes, these results will

provide an indication of the values of the stability in the various

situations of the craft during the transient condition.

(c) The time to pass from the hull-borne to foil-borne mode and
vice versa should be established. This period of time should not

exceed two minutes.

(d) The angle of heel in the foil-borne mode caused by the concentra-

tion of passengers at one side should not exceed 8
°
. During the

transient mode the angle of heel due to the concentration of

passengers on one side should not exceed 12*. The concentration of

passengers should be determined by the Administration, having regard

to the guidance given at Appendix Ill to this Code.

J2



I I I , P.awzSINGFR LOADING

1. A nw, .1 1 kilogrammes shuis Id be aistume'd per pus. ingr except that
tjwj_, vas Ii.. may f)% roduced to not le±ss than 60 kLI ogrnme4 wht-re this can
Ile Iu-. It ted. Iaw addition, tit~ sass saidi dat ribut Ioni of tne luiggage wholild
Ile to ch. *,ul..,1rtOnl Of the Administra~t Ion.

2. .rh p--aht of the centro of gravi ty for pawsettgers should ho aboumed
equal to:
(a) I mettc atbove deck Level for pabiteangers standing uprigt. Account

may be taken, if necessary, oi camber and sheer of deck.

(b) 300 millimetres above the seat in respect of seatid passengers.

3. Passengers and luggage should be considered to be in the apace normally
a at their disposal.

4. Passengers should be considered as distributed to produce the most
unfavourable combination of passenger heeling moment and/or initial meta-
centric height which may be obtained in practice. In this connexion, it
is anticipated that a value higher than four persona per square metre will
not be necessary.

(b) SIJPRAMAR DEC 70)

In this report a comprehensive description is given of the development of the
Supramar series of hydrofoil craft, which were, until recently, exclusively of
surface-piercing foil types. The primary point of interest, therefore, is the
insight provided to the design of such craft.

The influence of stability requirements on the principal features of foil
design is discussed and empirical rules are given to assure adequate initial
stability. The range of stability is not considered nor are criteria given
for maximum righting moments.

A point is made of the seakeeping ability of the surface piercing foil system
whereby, at reduced speed, additional foil area is immersed and damping is
enhanced. However, the foil tip becomes immersed at a smaller heel angle and
the foil span-loading is reduced by the speed reduction and it is not clear
that maximum transverse righting moment is improved.

The considerations given to transverse, longitudinal and directional stability
are as follows: -

- Transverse Stability

The rclationship beltwcee transverse stability and foil geometry is illustrated
for a typical foil system in Figure 3-1. With a heel angle * applied to a
singlv foil, its lift is shifted towards the more deeply iummersed side.The lift
vector LF is then applied through the point G' and intersects die craft's center-
line at the metacenter M. The measure of transverse stability of the single
foil, as with conventionalaadisplacement-ship terminology, is then the metacentric
height, as given by:

GMN - h - (a + g) =h - s(1

13
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FIGURE 3-1. SECTION THROUGH FRONT FOIL. FIGURE 3-2. SECTION THROUGH REAR FOIL.

wher h 1/ bF ot aF(2)

a = keel flying height above water

g = c.g. height above keel

bF = wetted span of foil plan view area

aF = dihedral angle

since GM F = h - s (see Figure 3-1)

GMF = 1/2 bF cot aF - (a + g) (3)

The wider the wetted span of the foil and the smaller the dihedral angle CLF, the

higher the transverse stability of the V-shaped foil becomes. This derivation

of GM is for a single V-shaped foil having essentially rectangular lift

distribution. For non-uniform lift distribution a correction factor must

be applied. (SUPRAMAR DEC 76)

With foils in tandem, the forward and aft foils (6ee Figures 3-1 & 3-2) act

in combination to give

GMT= (GMF LF + GMR LR) 1/A (4)

where A = LF + LR = craft displacement

LF = lift from forward foil

LR = lift from rear foil

with nF = load factor of forward foil = LF/A

11R = load factor of rear foil = LR/A

GMr = n. 112 bF cot tF - s] + hR 11/2 bR cot aR - s ] (5)

= IF ( F - s) + TIR (hR - s)

14



and the righting monent becomes

iN (N s ( i 1)i 41 (6)

ISA:id on SIl'IRAMAR vxoer i ence (SUPRAMAR DIC 76) adeqIIate L ransverse stability
is obtaiined when (l) tt 1.9 (7)

I ( s ) total

The term (h/s) contains the flying height (a) which can be freely chosen during
design. The flying height (a) also determines, to a great extent, the span of
the foil, and is governed by seakeeping requirements. In SUPRAMAR DEC 76, the
following, state-of-the-art guidelines are given:

a = 0.2 A1/3 for non-stabilized foils

1/3 (8)
a = 0.3 A for stabilized foils

Also since from combining equations (1) and (5)

(h t) = nh F + nRh R
iF hF + iR hR (9)t otal s

Therefore from equation (7):

(I)s = l (*) cot cLF] + TIR[( cot ciF] >1.9 (10)
total

Also, for vessels with fullysubmerged rear foils.

= nF bF)
total \----s cot F + nR _> 1.9

- Longitudinal Stability

A detailed (but simple) formula for the computation of the longitudinal
metacentric height (GM) available from the combination of fore and aft foils
is given in SUPRAMAR DEC 76.

Their recommendation is that the nondimensional metacentric height (GCM/LT)
should lie between 3.5 and 5.5 where LT is the longitudinal distance
between foils.

- Directional Stability

SUPRAMAR DEC 76 also gives some general guidance for adequate directional
stability. A method for calculating the transverse forces on aft and forward
foils is given along with a derivation of the moment balance about a vertical
axis through the craft's c.g. It is recommended that the yawing moment
contribution of the aft foils must be at least 20% greater than the moment
contribution of the forward foils for adequate directional stability.

15
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3.2.2 I frt wit I Fti u 1 ' St .d II L ' -(I FO i

TI tion i nantI Mot ivat ion |or tiL' uSe Of fully subme rged hydrof oils has been
the alleviat ion of seawiy di.s turbanice;s and the resulting achievement of
ext reme lv good ride quality in what are, for small crait , very severe seas.
Thus, a great deal of the de'sign and development effort (largely carried
oUt by the U.S. Navy and its contractors) has been directed to this end.
The U.S. Navy's latest hydrofoil dynamics specifications and criteria, as
formulated in BOEING MAR 77, and much of the background literature have been
reviewed.

This two-volume study represents a distillation of the Boeing Company's twenty
years of experience in the design and testing of hydrofoils. The format is a
proposed U.S. Navy specification of stability and control features of sub-
merged-hydrotoil ships as well as the analysis and test procedures to be
applied for verification of compliance.

The specifications presuppose the establishment of a design maximum sea state
and place a good deal of emphasis on ride quality. The adequacy of control
authority i:s addressed, however, and corresponding criteria are set forth.Avoidance
of cavitation on foils and flaps is emphasized.

Since the toilborne stability of subwerged-hydrofoil ships depends on both
mechanical and electrical compontnts of the automatic-control system,as well
as on the geometry and structure of the strut-foil system, the analysis of
control-system failure is discussed in depth. The importance of control-
svstem reliability is emphasized and means for its assurance are discussed.

This study is still in preliminary form and subject to review by the Navy

and other Navy contractors. In its final form it should provide the most
audtoritative base for the development of U.S.C.G. stability standards.

The specifications given, however, appear to go beyond what are required
from considerations of safety. The following discussion represents an attempt
to extract those criteria which are strictly related to intact stability. Other
important,safety-related considerations such as failure analysis and maneuver-
ability and collision avoidance are not addressed.

The stability and,ultimately,the safety of a craft with fully submerged
hydrofoils depends on the hull, on the strut and foil system (including
moveable control surfaces), and on the essential automatic-control system (ACS)
for manipulation of the moveable controls. The capabilities and limitations
of each must be integrated in the design to provide adequate maneuverability and
seakeeping with acceptably low risk of casualty.

General RetLu i remen ts

Several sOUrces of hazard must be recognized. For example, the stability
of the craft may be adversely affected by the loading of the craft. Thus,
the stability should be investigated for all reasonable variations of
loading and, if necessary, bounds should be established for the amount and
distribution of loads. Any such restrictions must,of course,be known to
the operator.

16
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Flle rillilliii g trim of the craft in height, pi tch , roll and control surface
defILct ionil will alie[ct the stability. This is governed by the ACS but is

suiieLt to variations of loading and, to some extent, to adjustment by

the opra tor. 'lhus, for exainple, a height adjustLment is usuially provided

as lav ,i, a pitch-trim adjustment. Any adverse effects of extreme

tr I I u d ii t nt iit tS t be known to the pilot

IlI add it i on ito t r iII adju-stments tine controls available to the pilot may

include , selection of ACS mode for takeoff, for example, or for rough-

water operation. If selection of an inappropriate mode can lead to a

stability hazard, adequate warning must be given to the pilot.

Most hydrofoil craft can safely perform any maneuver which the pilot can

order by his helm and throttle controls. The pilot must be made aware

of any exceptions which cannot be eliminated by design.

In general, a craft with fully submerged hydrofoils can negotiate seas when

foilborne, provided that the wave heights do not exceed the limits imposed

by her size and strut length. Even the largest contemplated craft will be

unable to fly in the most severe north Atlantic storm. Thus, any craft will

be designed to provide a required level of ride quality and maneuverability

in a specified sea state, It is anticipated that a craft will not put to
sea when conditions are expected to exceed her design sea state. Neverthe-

less, the reliability of sea-state prediction is not adequate to preclude
encountering more severe conditions. Experience has indicated that, for
some severe seas, it will be impossible to maintain flying speed. The craft

must then take refuge in hullborne operation. Safe operation up to this limit

sea-state must be assured. Otherwise a sea-state meter, or its equivalent,

must be provided to warn the pilot of unsafe conditions.

Other environmental influences besides sea waves may be important, including

wind and ice accretion. Proper account of these influences must be taken.

Since the stability of craft with fully submerged hydrofoils depends on the

proper functioning of an extensive and complicated mechanical and electrical

system, the possibility of failure must be adiressed. This is done in two

ways,

1. By careful design, including provision for redundancy of critical

elements, and the selection of the most reliable available components

to reduce the probability of failure to an acceptable level.

2. To attempt to assure that the results of any single failure will not be

catastrophic. This requires an analysis of the effects of hypothetical

failures and may also justify simulated failure tests in full scale.

Stability Criteria

A. TRIM

Foilborne trim refers to the pitch angle, roll angle and control-surface

deflections prevailing in steady, straight, calm-water flight at a set height.

It is determined by the action of the automatic control system (ACS) and is

affected by the design of the strut/foil system as well as that of the ACS

and by the loading of the craft. In addition it varies with the speed.
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lrli )o ier t nit i rom t he S t ab)iIi t Y po in11 0 t V i uw is tidh,, a .uftf i , n t

eauc l utrt o rues be ava i labl I, beyond t he trir, de I CtI o., r. u COUh Ier
L'lV I ronm(e iitail dis;turbane.- I n ad d ition the p~t3Li t kitd-e, in par icular,
musti not be -;uch as to prejuic the di reCti OnaI s!_a b i litv or aee~uly increast-

thc I ik e I ihood Of foil b roachling. The triml must be exrCud with ihese points
in mlind an1d, i f Ilecessiry , limits onl loading, heilght and foilborac !-peed

Figure 3- 3 illuStrates thu relations betwuen craft speed, pitch and after flaptrim angles for a hypothet ical craft. If a linear control iaw is used torelate th flai) def lect ion to the pitch variation from zeLro, then the trim
cond it ion will1 be along the appropriate (dotted) gain line. A gain of 1. would
appear to p~roduce excess lye pitch angie, whereas a gain of 2results in rather
large flap deflections. Thus, a gain of about 1-112 may be near optimm.

0 GAI K 6
AFT K 

A

6(DA=.1"

CRAFT WAT~FI SPEED (NORMAl IZED)

F I (;U kL 3- 3. STEADY - rAL1<Imm PROF I LES FOR VAR IOUS CONTRO~L GAINS . (de~iived
from BOEING MAR Ul')

Adjustment ot the height is usually available to the pilot and adjustment
of thet, pitch trim may a]1so he provided. Thw pilot is then respornsible for
maintaining suitable trim for the prevailing sea conditions.

dStel 1: It- ion uf theC Control I kips, oil the aftter foil..

Kt s tit tI actor by whuic 0l is; multiplied to ohta in the equi libium6A
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B . SPEED

LBcaue of the characLeristic shape of the drag versus speed curve for a
hydroloil craft, with a hump approximately at the takeoff speed and a minimum
at a slightly higher speed, there Is a speed interval within which steady
spwd cannot bt, maintained at constant throttle setting. A potential hazard
exists in heavy seas, which cause speed fluctuations, that the speed may
drop into this unstable region with a resultant further loss of speed and
concomitant loss of roll control authority. The pilot should be warned to
maintain adequate speed in extreme seas. In addition, when elevon controls
are employed, the ACS should be designed to avoid full flap deflection, due
to a pitch error, which could exhaust the roll control.

C. PITCH & HEAVE (HEIGHT)

Motions in pitch and heave are so intimately coupled that it is essential
they be treated together. Variation of the height of the hull above the
water, or the equivalent foil submergence, is the result of normal velocity
and pitch-angle excursions. Thus, it is possible to eliminate the normal
velocity from the dynamical equations and substitute the height and its
derivatives. In fact, this is essential since the height can be measured
and is a variable subject to control along with the pitch angle.

Two modes of motion will be present, one perhaps predominantly in heave,
the other in pitch. Because of the pitch/heave coupling, however, both modes
will provide pitch and height excursions. Both modes must be adequately
stable. Design criteria in the form of gain and phase margins can be applied.
Verification can be accomplished during calm-water foilborne trials by making
rapid (step) changes in the height and pitch commands.

The design of the ACS is usually such that the forward-foil deflection is
determined by height error, modulated by the vertical acceleration, while
the after foil is mostly responsive to pitch-angle error. Conversely,
the height is controlled by the forward foil and pitch by the after foil.
Loss of adequate speed leads inevitably to loss of support and a retreat
to hullborne operation. The distribution of load and the design of the
foils and the ACS must be such as to insure pitch control at all speeds
at which flight can be maintained. Care must also be taken to insure that
the incidence of cavitation cannot reduce the available control force
below a safe level at any speed.

U. YAW

Generally speaking it is possible to achieve course stability, in the sense
that a yaw-rate disturbance will decay if the rudder is precisely centered,
without the provision of static stability in yaw - sometimes referred to

as weathercock stability. On the other hand, if static yaw stability is

provided, then course stability is almost certain to result. Thus, it
is usual to require static yaw stability, about the center of gravity, with
the rudder fixed.
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Yaw stab i Ili tv dipend il n t d istr ibut ion Of Sit ru1t. artca. ci aILo be
int 1 uenCtlcd 1) y toil di lied ral. The of f tc t i vc st rut.-atc a d i str ibt fun is

-Ia f fcteLd by tht, Ily ing height and more especilal ly by tllo- i itCh trim. The
stab ility, is advcrsolY af fee ted by Ve-nt ilat-ion of the after strut.,-. Thus,
the critcyrion hias been proposed by the Boeing Company Lhat the pitch trim
must always be more positive (bow up), at any speed, thant that required to
assure yaw stability with the after strut(s) ventilatedl. Furthermore,
stability fmust: be obtained with the pitch trim 20 more negative when all
struts are fully wetted. Figure 3-4 shows the stability boundaries for a
hypothetical ship in terms of strut immersion with all struts fully wetted
and also with the after struts ventilated. A suggested minimum-pitch trim
line is also shown.

3.0

MINIMUM PITCH
TRIM
(CALM WA rER

2.5

2.0 SAL

e4-1AF1 STRUTS
____ ___ _ f VEF TED

1.5 10 0-N

1.0 A ALL ST UTS

0.5 USTABLE ___

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 L.1

FORWARD STRUT DEPTH METERS)

FL(;IJRE 3-4. TYPICAL. DIRECIONAL STABIIT11Y BOUNDARIES. (BOEING MAR 77)
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'Th, late-i U.S. Navy hydrofoil ships have been fitted with a feature called
banik to turn. With this arrangement of the control system the helm produces
a roll command, or what could,perhaps more properly,be termed a roll trim.
Response of the craft in roll Is sensed by a gyro and this signal Is used
to direct a deflection of the rudder to turn the craft in the direction of
the roll. Thus the craft is always banked into a turn. By the same token
the rudder responds to any roll disturbance so that course stability is
coupled to roll stability. The resulting steering is excellent. Furthermore,
if a large roll angle develops through any failure of roll control, the craft
is turned toward the roll which tends to alleviate its seriousness.

E. ROLL

As with most ships and other marine vehicles the roll mode constitutes the
most critical aspect of stability because the potential for catastrophe
is greatest. The craft with fully submerged foils depends almost entirely
on active controls for roll stability; the inherent stability due to the
effect of differential surface proximity is trivial by comparison. On the
other hand the available righting moment is usually so large at normal
foilborne speeds that wind loads rnd off-center passenger loads are
negligible. In particular, the present practice of using banked turns
renders trivial any heeling moment in a turn. Only at the lowest foilborne
speed, or when forced below minimum flight speed, are such disturbances
considerable. The mode of escape in such an event is to ditch the craft,
which can be done quickly by cutting the throttle and reducing the height
command. Potential difficulty at takeoff can be avoided by choice of suitable
course with respect to wind and sea directions.

.1 The most important source of roll disturbance is the water velocity due to
the orbital motion in waves. In beam seas the horizontal component of the
orbital velocity produces side slip and resultant side forces on the struts
while the vertical component alters the angle of attack, and hence the lift,
on the foils. This is illustrated in Figure 3-5 which shows a craft poised
on a beam wave of height equal to the strut length, a 7:1 length to height
ratio, and with the crest at one of the side struts. An alternative scenario,
shown in Figure 3-6, puts the crest of a 7:1 wave of length equal to the foil
span amidships. The Boeing Company has proposed, as a criterion of roll-control
authority,that at any foilborne speed, the righting moment obtainable from

1 deflection of the ailerons (and the rudder ,if roll-to-steer control is provided)
must be larger than the heeling moment produced by either of the above beam-
sea conditions. The example in Figure 3-7 shows the results of such a
calculation for a hypothetical craft.

In order to maintain roll control at as low a speed as possible, the ACS
must be designed so that the ailerons (elevons) cannot be saturated as a
result of height or pitch errors.
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FIGURE 3-7. ROLL-CONTROL AUTHORITY. (BOEING NR 77)

Experience, withl other types of vehicles indicates that the designer should
be aware of the hazards due to broaching, due to loss of directional
stability and due to the development of uncontrollable rolling moment.
This did happen to the experimental, high-speted hydrofoil FRFS11-I as a
result of improper height setting, pitch trim and perhaps loil-inCidence

setting as well. It Is not known to have occurred on any later craft.

It is believed that the employment. of the roll-to-steer feature may be
crucial in avoiding excessive side slip and the resulting roiling moment.
Formulation of a stronger criterion than those discussed here would appear
to require further study.

3.3 STABILITY STANDARDS FOR RIGID-SIDEHULL SURFACE-EFFECT SHIPS OPERATING
[N THFE DYNAMICAILY SUPPORTrED MODE.

There art, not widely recognized stability standards for the rigid-sldehull
SES when opcralting in tho dynamica]lly supported mode. Since the early design
investigations in the late 50'S the provision for adequate stability has been
almost exclusively assessed from the results of model testing. Some attempts
hnave been made, however, to establish general design guidelines for safe

operation under various hazards and these are discussed below:
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3.3.1 Early U.S., SES General Requirements

(a) Static Stability (On-Cushion)

The ship shall be directionally stable in yaw over the entire range of pitch,
sideslip and roll angles which the ship can assume while maneuvering in calm
water and shall have the following static stability characteristics over the
entire speed range: -

(i) Positive righting moment in roll up to an angle of + 6 degrees.
(ii) Positive righting moment in pitch up to an angle of + 3 degrees.

(b) Dynamic Stability (On-Cushion)

Roll, pitch and heave oscillations of the ship, when occuring, shall be
damped to small values in several cycles. Particular concern shall be paid
to the interaction of roll, pitch and yaw motions so that,at high speeds and
in waves, the ship will not be placed into jeopardy of capsizing or plowing-
in under worst-case combinations of attitude, wave location and control action.

(c) System Failures

The ship shall be designed to operate safely in the event of any of the
following malfunctions or failures, regardless of the sea state and speed
at the time of the failure: -

(i) Failure of any combination of propulsors.
(ii) Lift-system failure.

(iii) Bow-seal failure.
(iv) Stern-seal failure.
(v) Failure of any nonredundant control device.

(d) Stability Off-Cushion

The ship shall have sufficient stability, structural strength and reserve
buoyancy while off-cushion to withstand

(ii) A 100-knot beam wind combined with rolling
(iii) A side-shell plating opening, of length equal to 15 percent of

the overall length of hard structure, at any point fore and aft
along the sidehull, together with a 30-knot beam wind with rolling.

Although the present study is concerned only with intact stability, damage
or system failure considerations have been included above since these can
often dictate overall stability requirements.
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3. 3.2 ACC Craft D ynamics Program 1969

)uriug the late 60' n Aerojct General CorporaL iou (AGC) , tindt r U.S. Navy
sponsor:it ip, performed a very extensive cratL-dynamics Investigation with
tle U.S. Navy's XR-3 test craft as the principal subject. The LnvesLigation
pursutd two main objectives; the development of the equation. of motion
and subsequent stability-and-cntnrol analysis; of the craft, and the develop-
ment of the equations of motion of the bow-and stern-seal systems and their
force contributions to the whole craft. These analytical developments were
conducted parallel with supporting model-test programs. Data from the test
programs were used to update or modify the equations and their coefficients.
Predicted performance based on the modified equations was then compared with
model-and full-scale XR-3 test results. As a result of this study, safe

operational envelopes for the XR-3 were established and specific stability
crit-ria were recommnended for future designs. Pertinent results of the study
are summarized below:

(a) Stability Against Rolling Over in Extreme Conditions

The possibility of rolling over in the presence of large side forces acting on
the sidehulls is the main consideration with regard to the safety of an SES.
To operate at high speed in the on-cushion mode, the. sidehull depth of
immersion must be kept small, and, for effective operation in waves, a
reasonably large clearance must be allowed between the wet deck and the

bottom of the sidehulls. Design restrictions generally require that the

c.g. be somewhat above the wet deck. Hence, the craft normally rides with

its c.g. relatively high above the water surface, so that the forces acting

on the sidehulls can have relatively large roll moment arms and can produce

large overturning moments.

En practice, when an SES rolls in response to an overturning roll moment, the
up-going sidehull does not rise appreciably above the water surface. If it
rose further, a large air leakage area would appear under the sidehull,
resulting in a drop in cushion pressure. Consequently, the craft's heave

position would be reduced, under the action of the craft's weight, until the
leakage gap is effectively closed. This would restore the sidehull to the

water surface.

With the up-going siduhull assumed to remain at the water surface, the rolling
of the craft will result in a greater immersion of the down-going sidehull,
and, in the presence of a given side velocity, the side force acting on the

sidehull and the associated overturning moment will increase as the roll
angle increases, and this destabilizing effect becomes stronger as the
magnitude of the side velocity increases. The hydrodynamic sideforce YD could,
for a first approximation, be equated to the lateral acceleration due to
t urn ing.

ic YD W 2  (see Figure 3-8h
gR

where W = craft weight

U = craft speed in the turn

g = acceleration due to gravity

R = radius of turn
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In the presence of a sufficiently large side velocity, the destabilizing
moment could overcome the maximum available restoring moment and the craft
would overturn. The main objective, therefore, is to evaluate, as a function
of the craft's design parameters, the magnitudes of sideslip angle that can
be tolerated. Such an evaluation should be based for the most part on
conservative assumptions. Hence, the values obtained would be understood
to define safe operating limits rather than ultimate limits of stability.

The absolute limit of roll stability is defined by the roll angle beyond
which the craft would roll over because the metacenter is below the c.g.
For conservatism in the AGC study, a small, safe limit of roll angle was
taken to be that angle causing the wet deck to reach the water surface.
Such immersion could be produced by extreme conditions of side force acting
on the sidehulls. The safe operating limits determined by this roll-over
criterion are given for ranges of values of such parameters as length/beam
ratio, pressure/length ratio, bubble-height/beam ratio, and c.g. height/
beam ratio. The beam width is very important in determining stability
against roll-over; a length/beam ratio less than 5.5 is necessary to limit
the roll angle so that the craft's wet deck will not be immersed. For the
nominal XR-3 length/beam ratio of 2.0, the vehicle was stable against rolling
over for the expected extremes of c.g. height/bubble height ratio.

Although no hydrodynamic stabilizers, specifically designed for this purpose,
are provided in the XR-3 design, the stern seal does provide a significant
hydrostatic roll-restoring moment. This contriubtion was not included in the
AGC MAY 69 study. Thus, the study may be taken to pertain to the case of a
design that is stabilized solely by the hydrostatic restoring moment of the
sidehulls. Alternatively, the study can be viewed as defining the stable
operating limits, considering the remote possibility that the stabilizing
contribution of the stern seal was lost through damage or failure. In
application to the XR-3, the results obtained were, therefore, very
conservative.

In addition to the destabilizing moment due to the hydrodynamic side forces
acting on the sidehulls, a destabilizing moment generally of much smaller
magnitude is contributed by the cushion aerostatic lift forces. This results
from the lateral shift of the line of action of the cushion lift with roll
angle. Although at higher speeds there is reason to believe that the
destabilizing cushion lift moment will be compensated by lateral hydrostatic
forces on the sidehulls, for conservatism no benefit was assumed from this
effect, i.e., the destabilizing cushion lift moment was retained at all speeds.

Depending on design factors and turning conditions, the moment due to the forces
acting on the rudders may be in either direction, i.e.,either tending to increase
or decrease the roll angle. In any event,this moment is under the operator's
control and presumably could, and would, be employed insofar as possible to
counter conditions leading to excessive roll angles. Therefore, if the craft
is otherwise stable and controllable, the rudder moment need not directly cause
overturning. No rudder roll moment was included in the study although the roll-
Ing moment due to the rudder could be capsizing when pulling out of a turn.

In accordance with the foregoing comments, the contributions to the roll
moment considered were: (1) the hydrostatic restoring maoent, KHYS; (2) the
cushion lift moment K1 ; and (3) the moment due to the hydrodynamic side
forces on the sidehnll, KD. To maintain stability, the restoring moment,
i.e., the first contribution, must increase more rapidly with increasing
roll angle than the overturning moment, i.e., the sum of the latter two
contributions.
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When con.sideration is rest ricted to neat--zero roll angles, the variation
o each of tile 11 moment contributions with roll angle can b,- taken to be linear.

Stability then depends upon whether or not the slope of the restoring moment
exceeds the slope of the sum of the overturning moments; if so, the craft
i; stable at zero roll angle (with zero sidehull immersion); if not, the
craft is unstable at zero-roll angle. Ilowuver, in the latter case, stability
,lmlv Ih reachted at a non-zero roll angle, provided that, as the roll angle

incra ;e , tile nonlinear increase in the res;toring moment exceeds the
nonl Int,ir Increase in the overturninig moment . When the side velocity is
rk-asonah Iv small, the' craft thvn comes to a stable equillbrIum at a small
roll angle with the down-going sidehull partly immersed as indicated in
Figure 3-8a.

Larg i de

tR

d,

~CR

(c, Extremn.4v
Large ide
V,loctv

CR

V<<7

FIGURE 1-8. QUALITATIVE EFFECTS OF SIDE VELOCITY ON EQUILIBRIUM

ROLL ANGLE, . (AGC MAY 69)
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As the side velocity is increased the equilibrium roll angle increases and
the immersion of the down-going sidehull increases. Eventually a point is

reached where the sidehull is completely immersed and the yet deck touches
the water on the down-going side, as illustrated in Figure 3-8b. The roll

angle at which this condition is encountered is given by:

CR = tan b

where zC is thet cushion-height, i.e., the distance from the wet
deck to the bottom of the sidehull, and b is the beam of the craft.

Generally, at the point where OCR is reached, the hydrostatic lift of the

sidehulls will still have a large roll moment arm. Hence, after this point

is passed and the wet deck becomes increasingly immersed, as illustrated

in Figure 3-8c, the restoring moment will increase at a much greater rate.

However, eventually a point would be reached where, because of the reducing

roil moment arm and/or saturation of the available free-board, the restoring

moment no longer increases as fast as the overturning moment increases. This

point would define the Pxtreme limit of roll stability.

Because of the complexities that are then involved in representing the

hydrodynamic upsetting moment as well as the restoring momeat, it is difficult

to treat conditions obtained at roll angles beyond CR on a generalized

analytical basis. For AGC analysis, the point at which the roll angle reaches

*CR, i.e., where the wet deck begins to become immersed, was taken as the

limiting condition. The envelopes that define this limiting condition will

invariably fall short of the ultimate limits of stable operation. Hence, these
envelopes represent a very conservative bound for the limits of stable operation.

The variation of kR with the cushion-height/beam ratio, zC/b, is shown in

Figure 3-9. For the XR-3, zC is about 22 inches and b is about 10 ft. Hence,

zc/b is about 0.183 and CR is about 10.4*. CR for other craft are also shown

on Figure 3-9.
50 _T

40

LIMITING ,___ .__

ROLL ANGLE,-I
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(DEGREES)

20 - -OA X-
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2 4 .6 .8

CUSHION HEIGHT/BEAM RATIO, z,
b

FIGURE 3-9. VARIATION OF LIMITING ROLL ANGLE WITH CUSHION HEIGHT/BEAM

RATIO (AT 0= OCR THE WET DECK BEGINS TO BE IMMERSED).
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I
'hc net roll restorinLg moment iti equal to the sum of three contributions,

KNV T  Kf s  + K I K 1)

whIre KtYS = Sidehull hydrustatic restoring moment (Fgur 3-0)

K = Cushion aerostatic lift moment (Figure 3-il)1.

KD  = Sidehull moment due to hydrodynamic sideiorce (Figure 3-12)

Z 1.93 rt, ts 2.55ft
10 " - --

100.

5_

HYDROSTATIC 6
RESTORING
MOMENT, 5

( rt-lb, xO 10

2 3'

0 10 2 30
ROLL ANGLE, , DE(;REES

Figure 1-10. EFFECT OF REDUCTION IN BEAM ON VARIATION OF

RESTORING HYI)ROSTATIC ROLLING MOMENT WITH ROLL ANGLE.
(AGC MAY 69)
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zis height to C.G. from sidehull keel plane.

FIGURE 3-11. VARIATION OF BUBBLE LIFT MOMENT ARM WITH ROLL ANGLE,
FOR VARIOUS C.G. HEIGHT/BEAM RATIOS. (AGC MAY 69)
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NO.MINAL PARAMETER VALUES:

ti - it) KNOTS
b - 10 FEET
zS- 2.55 FEET
Z.- 1.833

Largest Sideslip Angle, BkR , for Stable Equilibrium at

I.imiting Roll Angle, OCR-

8 .0I
lo -'CR3

CK-> R: (a) cT'
D .7 .,

7.0

.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 Pressure/Length
P/1, lb/ft

3

3200 3600 400 4400 4800 Weight, Lb.

Largest Sideslip Angle, Bo, for Stable Equilibrium at

Zero Roll Angle. b

i 1 o e (0 or/ 40

4. 
X R-3 NOMINAL WEIGHT

codiio.4 41C)iftelnhtobarto / exeds55

3.3

_.,.8 93.0 . 1 ,2 P/, lb/ft

i3200 3600 4000 4400 4800 Weight, Lb6,

FIGURE 3-14. VARIATION OF SIDESLIP ANGLE WITH PRESSURE/LENGTH

OR WEIGHT FOR LIMITS OF ROLL STABILITY. (AGC MAY 69)

The effect of length/beam ratio (Wb) on the roll equilibrium is shown in

Figure 3-15. For the smaller beam width (larger Z/b), no stable equilibrium

can be reached at zero roll angle but, instead, 
the craft must be rolled to

the angle shown in Figure 3-15b, (for example by 
= i0* for t/b 

= 4.0).

However, for X/b values less than 2.5, the vehicle can be stable at 0 0

even for small sideslip angles 0. From Figure 3-15a, it is found that no side-

slip angle can be tolerated (without rolling the vehicle 
more than the limiting

condition k R) , if the length to beam ratio Z/b exceeds 5.5.
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0 4 2 4 5 6 7 Length/Bem, ,./b

Largest Roll Angle for Stable Fquilibrium with Zero
16 Sideslip Angle.

1'_ . .-7 7  . - -- -- 1

12
S(b)

6

m f a high, 2iLs

height to cushion height, .Sz =164, the craft is stable at zero roll angle
(frsideslip angles o 'o es* n h ielpagefrsal

equilibrium at the limiting condition ( Cp is 6.40.
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1 T~ 7~T 71 ---N oi. PARAMTER VWUEIf

U - 30 KNOTS

Z - 20 FEET

b - 10 FEET

zc- 1.833 FEET
JC

• L &, Largest Sideslip Agle for
Do \Stable Equilibrium at Limiting

iCRRoll Anagje. tGA.
, 5CR' ~~Deg. - ,

8
DeI. CR: X-3 Nominal Valuef7 -

61

p Largest Sideslip Angle for Stable Equilibrium

4 at Zero Roll Angle.

,XR-3 Nominal Value!

2

o L
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 Z /

5I C

2.0 2.5 3.0 CG Height zS Feat

FIGURE 3-16. VARIATION OF SIDESLIP ANGLE WITH C.G. HEIGHT ZS FOR
LIMITS OF ROLL STABILITY. (AGC MAY 69)

The effect of cushion height-to-beam ratio, a/b, on the limiting roll ngle,

*CRR was shown in Figure 3-9.At the higher ratios, the vehicle can roll
further before wetting the wet deck. The effect of this ratio on the largest

* permissible sideslip angle for stable roll equilibrium is given in Figure 3-17.
This figure shows that the ratio z ,b only slightly affects the largest sideslip
angle ao for stable roll equilibriin at zero roll angle. The permissible side-
slip angle aCR for equilibrium at CR increases considerably with zC/b because
of the increase in *CR versus ac/b given earlier in Figure 3-9 (more roll can
occur before the wet deck becomes immersed, when zAs/ is larger). For the
larger immersion depths reached with increased zC(dS = 24 inches for zC = 2 ft,

d= 36 inches for zC= 3 ft), the hydrostatic lift was assumed to increase
linearly with immersion depth beyond the 22-inch limit used in earlier calcula-
tions of hydrostatic force.
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FIGURE 3-17. VARIATION OF SIDESLIP ANGLE WITH CUSHION HEIGHT/BEAM
OR CUSHION HEIGHT FO. LIMITS OF ROlL STAbITY. (AGC MAY 09

(b) Sway/Yaw Directional Stability on a Straight Line Course

The primary factor determining dynamlic stability in the coupled-sway/yaw mode
was shown by AGC to be teO craft's pitch angle, and the sway/yaw mode was
generally unstable for pitch-down of 2' or more. It was also observed that
the sway/yaw mode becomes less stable as the sidehull immersion depth is
increased up to depths of 15 inches, and then becomes more stable for further
immersion. The effect of Froude number was minor, with the sway/yaw mode
somewhat more stable at higher Froude number. The roll-mode stability
decreased with Froude number, but the mode was still stable for Froude Number
4.

Shift in longitudinal c.g. location had minor effect on the dynamic stability,
although the sway/yaw-mode stability was reduced for forward-c.g. location.
Vertical shift in e.g. location had quite small effect on the dynamic stability,
which depends much more on pitch angle and sidehul--immerslon depth.

Interesting stability ttcts were founmd at deep-Immersion depths corresponding
to off-cushion operat ion, hvcaus,- the sway/yaw mode became more stable as
the sidehull Immersion depth (for the XR-3) increased beyond 15 inches and,
for a depth of 20 inches, or more, the swav/yaw mode remained stable even for
negative pitch angles as large a,; -4'
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The conclusions about vehicle stability for shift in longltudinal-c.g. location
agree in a general manner with the XR-3-testcraft experience, where the craft
had satisfactory stability, with the main effect of longitudinal-c.g. shift
coming from change in pitch angle. The trim pitch angle has a strong effect
on tit vehicle's drag; and also negative pitch attitudes lead more easily to
plow-in or, as shown in the AGC analytical studies, to reduced dynamic stability
for a straight-line course.

The sldehull-imersion depth/pitch angle envelopes that define the limits of
the region of these parameters, where the craft first becomes statically unstable
in yaw and then becomes dynamically unstable in the sway/yaw mode, are presented
in Figure 3-18. These envelopes were based upon consideration of the uncoupled
sway/yaw motion. It was anticipated by AGC that the negative pitch angle would
not destabilize the roll mode and the coupling with the roll mode would not
very significantly alter the effect of the negative pitch angle on the stability
of the sway/yaw mode. Calculation of the coupled stability roots for negative
pitch-angle conditions, confirmed these expectations.

Z

.3
En
"Region of static instability

with dynamic stability.

' 2

Static and Dynamic Static and Dynamic
Stability Instability

C)

4 1 -

0 -l -2 -3 -4

PITCH ANGLE, 6, DEGREES

FIGURE 3-18. YAW/SWAY MODE STATIC AND DYNAMIC STABILITY

ENVELOPES FROUDE NUMBER 2.0. (AGC MAY 69)
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Figure 3-19 shows the stability envelopes obtained fromn coMpuLations of the

coupled roots. The envelope (dashed) line was obtained by interpolations
between the computed points (circles) as shown. These envelopes Indicate a
small dtpendence on Froude number and a somewhat larger stable region than
obtained with the uncoupled roots, le the coupling tends to improle the
stability of the sway/yaw mode. Because the roll mode was always stable,

the envelope is determined by the sway/yaw mode stabllity.

kds  Sidewall Imnersion Depth, in lnches)

0 Stable

* Unstable

- Stability Boundary

ds (inches) dS (inches)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

F - .0 F 1.5
(Froude Number)-0 0 0) -1P 0

Pitch Stable Stable
Angle -2 0-24-4

Degs.
3

-4

dS (inches) d. (inches)

0 _ 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 4 5 6

F 2.0 4.0

VLS abRe stHA le
Pi c -2 IL "0 -.-

Angle 0 "

depthss beon thlau 5 =6ies icse bv .Fro-uho

9 3- 13 /

Degs.

FIGURE 3-19. DYNAMIC STABILITY ENVELOPE, FOR COUPLED YAW!SWAY MOTION

ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE COURSE, USING NOMINAL PARAMETFR
VAI,UES FoR THE XR-3. (ACC MAY 69)

AGC also explored yaw/sway stability for various conditions in the transition
from off to on-cushion and results were calculated for sidehull immersion

depths beyond the value d S = 6 Inches discussed ahoy,. For on-cushion
operation, a sea state approaching 2 would be required to produce an equivalent

time average immersion depth beyond 6 Inches. However, for off-cushion

operation, the sidehulls would be immersed their full depth of dS =22 inches.
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The resulting operationti envelopes, found for various sidehull immersion
depths and pitch angles, are shown for the low-speed condition, Froude Number
0.3, in Figure 3-20. This shows that a considerable region exists in which
the craft is actually dynamically stable, although the static stability, is
unfavorable. Thus, the craft can hold a straight-line course in the larger
region of dynamic stability. At deep immersions the vehicle is dynamically
stable even for negative pitch angles to -4* . (A region of dynamic
instability where the craft is controllable by the rudder is also shown on
Figure 3-20) Similar results were found for Froude Numbers 0.5 and 1.0,
though the shaded region of static instability with dynamic stability was
smaller at the higher speeds.

Nominal C.G. Location

Froude Number F = 0.3

22

20 Rion ol Static Instabilit
With Dynamic Stability

4 18

Q 16
S

14

12

10 Region of Static and
m Dynamic Instability

8Controllable by
8 ~Rudder

o 6

4 -Poorly

Static and \ Controllable

2 -Dynamic Stability Static and
, Dynami c-%

0 Instability
0 -1 -2 -3 -4

Pitch Angle, 8 , Degrees

FIGURE 3-20. CONTROLLABILITY AND STABILITY BOUNDARIES, F - 0.3.
(AGC MAY 69)
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The operatilug envelopes of stability are shown for Froide Number 2 in Figure

3-21, for [mners ion depths up to 6 inches, and again shows that the craft

is dynamically stable for a range of negative pitch angle larger than the

limits of static stability. Results for Froude Number 4 were very similar to

Figu r 3-21.

Nominal C.G. Location

Froude Number F = 2.0

Region of Static and
Dynamic Instability

Controllable by Rudder

5

o 2

-4

Poorly,
* Controllable3

W- __Static and Le

a= Dynamic Stability

Static and

\ Dynami c

th n r2 ; Instabilit us

0
61w

0-1 -2 -3 -4

Pitch Angle, 0 , Degrees

FIGURE 3-21. CONTROILABILITY AND STABILITY BOUNDARIES, F = 2.0.(AGC MM 69)

The operating envelopes shown in Figures 3-20 and 3-21 may be used to determine

the region of static stability at various sea states by determinations of theeffective sidehull immersion depth dS for the sea state, through use of

Table 3-2. For a vehicle of different size than the XR-i, comparison should
be made for the same nondimensional values of dS whenZ t is the reference

cushion length (Z = 20 ft for XR-3).
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TABLE '3-2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEA STATE AND HIERSION DEPTH.

XR-3
IMMERSION DIMENSIONLESS
DEPTH IMMERS ION

SEA STATE ds, inches dS/.

1 .221 .9.10 x 10O

2 .663 2.76 x103

3 1.11 4.60 x 10-

4 1.77 7.35 x 10-

5 2.65 11.11 x 10-

6 4.42 18.4 x 10-

7 8.84 86.9 x 10O

3.3.3 Rohr 1978

The general stability criteria defined to guide the early development of
the 3KSES were as follows:

(a) Normal variations in static disturbance moments shall not result in
attitude variations of a magnitude sufficient to affect controllability
or significantly degrade craft performance.

(b) Subsystem component failures shall not result in uncontrollable divergent
motions or dangerously large attitude excursions.

(c) Changes in operating conditions shall not require excessive cg shifts
to arrive at acceptable (not necessarily optimum) running trim.

(d) Dynamic responses in waves shall be maintained to satisfy applicable
habitability criteria and to avoid dangerously large attitude excursions.

Subsequent development of the 3KSES design (ROHR 31 AUG 78) resulted, in
a more demanding requirement expressed as an expansion of item (b) above.

The stability criteria discussed in ROHR 31 AUG 78 require that the ship be

controllable for any single independent fai1lure. The response of the ship
to any failure is taken to exhibit satisfactory controllability if its
attitude does not go beyond 75 percent of the lesser of (a) the envelope
of static stability or (b) the range of available static stability data.
Because the ship is stable for all attitudes measured during model tests,
75 percent of (b) is the governing boundary, illustrated by Figure 3-22
for roll and drift angles at various speeds. The boundaries in Figure 3-22
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are appl ble to the range o t rims idicat . Tij ,n t-he normal
opera ti g trnim wit h adequat c a l owaflce f ur down-t r i ,l to t-he condit tons for
mln nirn directional stability. It should be emphasized that even the limits
ot ,;tability data (one-third greater than on Figure 3-2.) do not in any way
imply that instability lies just outside. Knowledge of such conditions is
not .vai table. It is sufficient to show that the not-ioti of the ship under
critical condit ions will rcmain well within known safe atrtitudes.

For ;vmnietrlc failures (vertical plane), the criteria tr safe response are
met without operator intervention. Some asymmetric failures, however, require
corrective action. In these instances, it is shown that the ship is readily
controllable solely by a human pilot. Automatic stabilization devices,

while superior in the control of failure response, are shown to be unnecessary
fur safe control of the ship.

1U IM IS% I B.V Rtll . *. VS RI rf
ANGLE, (BASED UPON 75 PRCENT

OP 1120 SCALE IKIDJEl. DArA KANG) ROLL ANGLE, * (DE)

V(KN) 0 (MiI:)

. ...-- 41 -I to I

--- 80 -1 to 1 +2

4 1 +

1I0 2a r -N LE 4 - F)

-2

FIGURE 3-22. OPERATING BOUNIARLES OF ROLL-DRIFT ANGLES.

3.4 STABILITY STANDARDS FOR AMPHIBIOUS ACVs WHILE OPERATING IN THE
_____________ ON-CUSHION MODE

No widely accepted stability standards exist for amphibious ACVs. As was
the case with the SES, adequate stability, over the years, has been judged
principally from the experience of model and full-scale testing. As a
result of this background, some basic design guidelines have evolved and

these are discussed below: -
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3.4.1 Pitch and Roll Static Stiffness

The level of pitch and roll static stiffness as measured during overland
hovering tests (or underway overwater tests) has appeared as the only measure
of stability which has received some universal recognition. This is apparent-
ly because its measurement is relatively easy to achieve. Although in itself
it conveys little regarding the craft's ultimate ability to resist a capsize,
the possible lack of stiffness can be used as an indication of potential
problems if values are outside of present day experience.

The pitch and roll stiffness of an ACV is typically expressed as the
percentage shift in center of cushion pressure which results from a I degree
change in roll (or pitch) angle qualified by the linear range over which it is
applicable and is written as:

M
K % c.p. shift/degree M(- . 100)

where M = moment to incline the craft through 1 degree

W = craft weight

L = cushion reference length (length or beam)

This, of course, is similar to the metacentric height (GM) used for assessing
the initial stiffness of displacement ships. The transverse metacentric height,
for example, can be expressed as:

S57.3
GMT K K 5(- ) B

W sin10

where K = the righting moment for a small angle of roll *
W = ship displacement

K = % c.p. sh:ft/degree

Pitch and roll stiffness for an ACV can be fairly non-linear. The range of
applicability of quoted stiffness values is usually of the order of +30.
Some ACVs, which have operated satisfactorily, are unstable in pitch and/or
roll for small angles (e.g. +0.50), in which case, the stiffness is averaged
over the range of say +0.50 to +3*.

It has become recognized that small, highly maneuverable ACVs, can be
satisfactorilydesignedwithoverland roll stiffness values of 0.5% B/deg
or higher and with overland pitch stiffness values of twice this value.
ACV stiffness, while underway overwater will, in general, be a little lower
than values measured overland, although at high speed.pitch stiffness, in
the bow-down condition, can diminish to very small values as discussed later
tinder the subject of plow-in. For large commercial ACVs, British Hovercraft
Corporation (BHC) have recommended (CAA JUN 75) roll-stiffness values in the
range of 1% to 2% c.p. shift per degree (with pitch values of about twice
these values).
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Thel ,khoick. ot -;t i Iflicss :houln Al o lug1 k',, I ., 11k, 1ig ' of c.; shift

rcqui red o the Cral t . BW( craft hav hiu n.iderld tut isf-ictory lateral
(. 1. sh irts ut i to 9 can bc su;tailned prior to ign iti :nt !k I tuck-under.
(CAA JUN 75) (See 1ater discussion of skirt tuck--under ai.d plow- in.) Til.
actual .;hitt vahlue dpends upon th, part ici lar de:, gn and shoo ld provide a
sate margin ovcr t li, worl;t Po5 sible coInb[n ziJon,; Of upseti.ng moments includ-
iin;(a) controL-forcLe moments (b) wind momei ts, (c) wave action (d) maximum
likely actual C.G. offset (CAA JUN 75). Diring dcs tgn, one of the most
important parameters is the C.G,- height- to -custion-beam ratio. Because
C.G. height has a destabilizing effect proportional to tol angle it detracts
from the cushion forces which provide for roll and pitch stiffness. Also,
the larger the C.G. height in relation to bcam the larger will be the
destabilizing moments In relation to stabilizing moments during turning

maneuvers. Thus, in gencral, the larger the C,(;. height the larger the pl ch
and roll st Iffness should be.

Figure 3-23 shows for several existing ACV6 (and SES) roll stiffness values

for corresponding values of cushion height Lo cushion beram ratio. Cushion

height (taken as the wet deck clearance height) is generally, (when comparing

various designs), in approximate fix d proportion to C.G. height. Figure 3-24

shows, for a number of craft, for which nioininal C.G. heights were known, that
the C.G. height is, on ,average, about twice the height of the wet deck or

cushion height.

0 PQHIBIOUS ACVs ROLL rE[FFNESS
/ RIGID -[DEiRULL SES- fN CERNS OF C.

SAKNOWN CAPSTZES SHIFT PER DEGPEE AS

CALCULATED 61IFFNESS X OF CUSHiON BEAM,
MEASURED sriFFNESS X 1 WiI 'il , V , RANU;

I A! VEPh FWD'. ;PI:ED AND
11,-': OVFR 4M !I< AT CR,1'E.__

A X-
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FIGURE 3-24. CUSHION HEIGHT IN RELATION TO C.G. HEIGHT FOR A RANGE
OF EXISTING ACVs.

With cushion height instead ot C.G. height as the principal parameter, Figure
3-23 shows ACV overland roll-stiffness values ranging from 0.5 to 1.8% C.G.
shift per degree with cushion-height-to-beam ratios less than the British
CAA recommended limit of 0.2 (CAA JUN 75). Excluding the SR.N5 and 5SLN6 craft
(which have in fact capsized) Figure 3-23 shows a slight trend towards higher
roll stiffness with craft of higher cushion-height-to-beam ratios. This is
indicated by the envelope (curve) for ACVs which have (so far) not capsized
in operation. The selection of roll stiffness values equal to or greater than
those indicated by the envelope of current day experience on Figure 3-23
could be considered safe practice, with adequate margin, since all vehicles
below the line have behaved satisfactorily.

3.4.2 Pitch and Roll Dynamic Stability

(a) Plow-in

The principal concern for ACV dynamic stability underway has been the provision
for adequate resistance to skirt tuck-under and plow-in. Plow-in can occur
in smooth or rough water and is accentuated by operation with off-set C.G.
locations, high speed and reduced cushion air flow rate. Plow-in is due to
the development of either nose-down and/or rolling moments causing greater
than normal skirt contact with the water. This additional contact will
increase the drag forces acting on the skirt and will cause the skirt hemline
to "tuck-under" which will tend to distort the bow skirt (support) bag rear-
wards, thus moving the center of area of the cushion aft to cause a loss
in available aerostatic restoring moment. This loss in restoring moment
is accentuated by the increased bow down moment due to skirt drag causing
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I [Ir L I iorI - d ) It 11 J i d I tolII i 1.LIP, a I It it " old h,!0 1 1 i tt-el I ki C(i ;,..R' , j U1iI

aii d I t. li 1i ,l wi i , , thil Icttl i.,.d I a I i ,'1 -je(-I at it on rnl, iijned wZi
I ar , I,% do'. i l U i 0 1 ( "a or-) nd, / r , I I I It t I i d 11,1 1i 1 - t e ,d ric , or
dIrtct i,.I i II-tat, iIi t and thI di t I . l i , t ot targc (tel:eral ly uncontrolled

41gl 1 ii , w. tlhe danrg.er i:, t hat t IL urt.Ic m_ e d ring h . iiahvicv t! , relatiVtl

high Jt . ) ana m- it ( uie aidte,.4av:r) 1ot non -ai tW( ..

ike t, L it, rilt V resL ul lug I- I I itn i l ro re less- t 1an 1n itch t,"

dchts ) 1ii zi ig hiriltns doser ibed above can icreate Oxt I k'ie algleS Of roll
C'itansi ng harld I't rtt1_ t ' r('0a tat'L and the possibility of an evnt tual. capsize

in rol I as disc .s;sed lat .

To prevetnt ski rt t tCk--mlid i ! nd low-- i: , t he c h Iow and S_- i d ki r , J ar ds g1 ed

i, CS i ; t , ,s tic at 1; I ,i h , t hc t ndalCy to d fo f -n horizontally under
I oad . Tlh i ; i control led in design bhy the choice of skirt inflation pressures

an(Igerorle t r; . For a g i vi i's i gii, upe 1ia i ona 1 1 i1 t s a are asua I ly placed on

lomb al Lowab le ofI-set C .G. locaL ion, forward speed and cushion--i Ir-flow rate
comb inat i oa,.

Fii t, 1-t 2 ') ( BIA JUL 79 ) shows the apparent tu( k--under inceoption houndary for

t f I' ..;. Navy'sA A1C .IE"F(B) bow s;ki t as ;, I ni (on r forward speed and

kl.rl. lotat ion as derived Irom ful-. c:i t, ials. These full -sala results are

trmpird in Figurv 3-26 with results at s,;'ting a i/i."th- st- modt-l of the
I-FF (i) having the same skirt gQeoitrs . AIt hough the ftoll- scale data was

,b tained vry ea rl> in thc JEFF(B) ts:-,t program, 'ind 4!t a time when skirt
up roveme~ut a were liejiog in.ide, it was apparent, fron the comparison of Figure

1-21,, that the model- test technique, or scale effects, resulted in the
predict ion of a far more opti istic C.(G. :;hi ft cap,,h i ity than was initially
achieved at full scale. The purpose for presenting Figure 3-26 is, therefore,
to illustrate the potential danger of relying on predictions based exclusively

on mode, l- scale data.

-including the installation of anti-tuck-undetr bags etc.
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(b) Operation_ at Larg_ 8ide-SlipA k

*Once the plow-in houndo ry of a c raft has biiei -::2 Ii ekd , f row either full-
scale test result-s or frOiii ad justeJ model- tc!I lt re-ults. op-eration within
the boundary will allow. the avoidance of. 41rtuck-ander and craft plow-in
during normal ze ro -s Ides 1ip oerai Iion.

During turning maneuvers, howe:-ver, rtelatively large 'ide-slip angles can occur.
If the manceuver is nade at hiigh -;15(-ed and ti. I s i anigle and velocity are

Iiigh, thenl a dangyer of Sil~s ~ R-m ''mlI ii ss regulatory
alithorit les have ,it Lite past , ifmpost'd uIperaimm 1151511 -+d - sidesli p angle

* h~oiindar ics tour conrseuercLal c (raft alS i Ilkist!rat-' 0 Ir iiiI.5 1 Figure 3-27
(from CAA tAN 7/) . Vh;is type of resitiio (I 'si rst ait sditced by BC and is
still in tise for all British comumrcial ACVs;.
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FIGURE 3-27. SR.N5 SPEED-SIDESLIP BOUNDARY. (CAA JAN 77)

(c) Capsize in Roll

In all ACV capsizes, to date, the craft were found to have been traveling

sensibly beam leading (i.e. sideways) at sometime during the capsize. Since

the first commercial ACV capsize in April 1965 considerable attention has

been given to the mechanism of roll capsize. In the U.S., the earlySR.N5and

Hydroskimmer work of Bell Aerospace under contract to BUSHIPS was particularly

significant. (See Background Study Volume L "Master Report') Of greater

significance, however, has been the more recent work published by the British

Civil Aviation Authority in June 1975. This report summarizes the information

on hovercraft capsizing available to the U.K. Air Registration Board Special

Committee on Hovercraft Stability and Control. A list of all known overwater

commercial-sized craft capsizes along with all known overland capsizes of

recreational-sized hovercraft is given. Where knownabrief discussion of the

capsizing and the events leading to the capsizing for particular craft are

included. Also included, where known, is a list of craft particulars

(geometric parameters) of the craft involved. From this investigation of

capsizing events and craft particulars some of the factors affecting capsizing,

with particular reference to geometric parameters, are broughtout and recommenda-

tions are made on a range of suitable values of design parameters considered

most critical to minimize the risk of capsizing. These are reproduced in

Tables 3- 3and 3-4. Table 3-3 lists the design factors affecting the leading

sideskirt tuck-under boundary. The range of current practice is quoted but

it was stated that these values should not be regarded as design rules or

limiting values. The same comment applies to Table 3-4 which lists other

design factors affecting the craft's reserve against capsizing, again up to the

point of skirt tuck-under.

Various conclusions and recommendations are made in the report regarding craft

design, model and full scale testing and operational aspects to minimize the

risk of capsizing.
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TABI "W 3-3. DESIG-N FACTORS AFFI.ECTAI; N LAIIN; .SDI lF.K RI' 'I'UCK-[.N])R BOUNDARY.
(CAA IJN 75)

Sectional Geometry Parameters Comment Current Practice

1H Hinge vr. spacing High value favourable 0 15 to 1 0
x1 Hinge horiz. spacing

p - Bag perimeter High value favourable at lower pressuie 175 to 3'5
xH Hinge hotiz, spacing ratios (pa/Pc)

b Cushion beam Low value favourable 50 to 7"5
xH Hinge horiz. spacing

Percentage finger depth Low value favourable, in theory, but
some minimum value (> 20%) probably
optimum in practice, due to better drag
characteristics of finger than beg, even
on purely beam-on considerations

Overall Skirt Geometry and
Craft Parameters

Compartmentation Centre keel, with differential pressure in
roll favourable, unless pB/c for leading
sidesklrt becomes low end ZH/xH and/or
p/xH are low.

HS.SK = Skirt Depth Low value favourable 0"10 to 0-20
b Cushion Beam

PB Bag pressure High value favourable 1-0 to 2-0

PC Cushion pressure

CA = Cushion loading High value favouuable 0-01 to 0"03

b.t.c Buoyancy tank clearance
Skirtdernh- High 'Uiioe fa'joirlfble 0-8 to 1-1HK Skirt dep*h

b Cushion beam Low value favourable, in 0-4 to 0.75
e Effective cushion length conjunction with HSK/b and C6

but only fb-1. is as powerful as these.

Wetting drag coefficient Low vahie favowable, but tnlikely to
be very different from model value,
i.e. of order 0'01.

NOTE: The above statements and numerical ranges, which reflect design practice for several current craft,
are provided for general guidance and not as design rules or limiting velues. An overall configuration involves
a compromise choice of all the factors, and may be satisfactory even if one or more factors are at the least
favourable end of the ranlge.

* H = Virt Ical spacing butween innur anri(d ot or aLt aLinieont points of the skirt
loop to the hull structure.

X1 = Horizontal spacing between inner .id ot r attachInent points of the skirt
loop to the hull structure.
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iAILE 1-4. 1)1'.-CN FACTORS AFFECTIN( CRAF'"S RESERVE AGAINST CAPSIZING
(1l1' I) TUCK-UNI),R PINNI'). (CAA JUN 75)

Il Comment Current Practice

57. 3 t(AlIp,)
A high value is favourable in -0"3 to 0"6this context, but will be offset by

= Differentidl pressure fate an adverse adjustment to the tuck-
less CG height moment under merit if hinge spacing and
parameter bag perimeter ratios are not good

(unless initial pressure ratio is high).

b.-t.c Buoyancy tank clearance The importance of this parameter 0'S to 11
Skirt depth is modified by the size of the 'drag

moment' parameter, but a high value
is favourable

hG/L CG height ratio Drag moment parameter. Low value 10 to 25
CA  Cushion loading favourable.

parameter

p - Bag perimeter Affects beam increase. High value 1"75 to 3"5
NH Horiz. hinge spacing favourable.

PB  Bag pressure Affects bag pressure moment. 1 "0 to 2'0

PC Cushion pressure High value favourable.

b Cushion beam Relates skirt contact moment to 5'0 to 7-5
XH Horiz. hinge spacing cushion beam dependent and other

moments. Low value favourable.

NOTE: The above statements and numerical ranges, which reflect design practice for several current craft
are provided for general guidance and not as design rules or limiting values. An overall configuration involves
a compromise choice of all the factors, and may be satisfactory even if one or more factors are at the least
favourable end of the range.

Ap = difference in cushion pressure between port and starboard side of

longitudinal stability trunk.

= change in roll angle, degrees.

b = cushion hemline beam, ft.

1h = height of C.G. above mean water plane, ft.

C = W/(P g(S ) 3/2); Sc = cushion area, ft
2

1,h = mass density of water, slugs/ft3

W = craft gross weight, lb.
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The Comm ittce recognized that many p obten aro. Ld had ,, I i hl.lt. d and
therefore further general research was recorwiwmkc d, not mi', tu [m rease basic

data and knowledge, but also to enable better theoreti cal rechnique-3 to be
formulatvd. Accordingly, a general research program bas-, on the Coranit tee's
recoiminmndations was formulated by the CAA, BHC and ,othi . il Lhe hovercraft
industry, and results of the program being colidlcted !-,, the' hrttish Department
of Trade and Industry are expected to be Publitshed in i-arlv 1980.

One of the particularly hazardous situations ot concern for ACVs i the beam-
on wave over-turn situation as encountered with the 'R.N(-O12 in :Narch 72
when five out of a total of 26 passengers lost their li es in s,:.re weather

conditions off Spithead, in the Solent, England. Figure 3-28 shows the general
situation and Figure 3-29 illustrates the reported capsizing event. According
to WRAITH of the (CAA JAN 77), SR.N6-012 left Ryar, for Southsea and

capsized approximately 400 yards from the Southsea base. At the point of

capsize the mean wind was approximately 30 knots, gusting to nearly 45 knots.

The wind was blowing on the craft starboard bt:am and iu. almost direct opposition

to the 2-1/2 to 3 knots tidal stream coming out of Portsmouth Harbour. There

was consequently a short steep sea with waves, estimated at the time, to be
six to eight feet high and up to sixty feet long. Figure 3-29 from CAA JAN 77

surrnarizes the information on the accident provided by eye witnesses who
included an N6 Commander who was ;jatching the, craft ;approach.

t AaGSTl
0 A I10b

S5 0 IU T C

Too

flotcrcrafti
/hf'-. - ._

No~de Pier M.4 IN M Speed

I ,n tevenrrc*I' . 0.T ZO atin gJO* 01ITC IO t1llO

PILAj I ND la '[(mAR DIAAAA %JDaI" CRAFT %IT

re T T, ia1Ir T1 60 AM h OI~CTIGa AM fiAMITM3
c,.ft wterip..d 31 it C; TO% ILrATb! IND.

FIGURE 3-28. CHARj OF SP ITHEAIP II.,USTRATIN(; THE SR.fl6-Ol2 CAPSIZE,
MARCH 1972,(CAA JAN 77).
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FIGURE 3-29. ILLUSTRATION OF SR.N6-O12 CAPSIZING EVENT (CAA JAN 77).

After the accident, BHC worked day and night to try to establish the cause,
by means of model tests and theoretical analyses. Almost immediately they
published a Service Bulletin which drew attention to the danger of decelerating
with sideways motion, particularly when using low-turbine rpm.* This was
followed a few days later by another bulletin, which described in full-scale
terms the results of the model tests. It was found, that the craft could,
occasionally, be made to overturn in breaking wave conditions eight to nine
feet high and sixty feet long. These are unusually steep waves, but they could
occur in certain conditions of wind, tide and sea bed. It was not found
possible to overturn the model, in similar short steep waves, five to six
feet high. The model test method is indicated in Figure 3-30 and shows the
model placed beam into the waves, and pulled through them at the critical
beam hump speed of seven knots. A 40 knot wind force was simulated by an
off-set CG position and the towing methods weresuch that the model was
subjected to snatch loads representative of gusts.

According to WRAITH (CAA JAN 77) the results showed that when the model was
operated at normal turbine speeds, of 17 to 18,000 rpm, it was not possible to
overturn the craft in repeated tests. Also, If the engine power was completely
cut at the most critical moment, so that the side structure was buried in the
water, no overturning was achieved. However, if the power was reduced from
18,000 turbine rpm to 14,000 at the critical moment, the model could be made
to overturn, in approximately 1 in 15 occasions. This 1 in 15 occasions could
only be made to occur, if the craft was almost exactly beam to sea, and
drifting sideways at the critical speed. If the model was 20° off the beam
condition, no overturning could be made to occur.

*i.e. low lift fan speed and hence low cushion air flow rate.
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FI(URE 3-30. DIAGRAM OF BEAM TOWING RIG 1/75 SCALE MODEL 105. (CAA JAN 77)

WRAIl emrnhasizcd that these were tho preliminary resultt; of a general set of
overctirning model trials. Deliberately severe conditions, compatible with
tho-e obst.rved at the time of the accident, had been chosen to find, quickly,
4 conditio that would reproduce the over--turning. rhe* key tactor appeared to
be a partial reduction of turbinv speed (i.e. reduced cushion air flow rate) at
a critical moment and It appeared from the model tests, that wind strength
and asymmetric craft loading were quite secondary effects. Even so, overturning
could only be produced occasionally.

WAI'111 (CAA JAN 77 ) also reports on a program of model capsizing tests

conducted by BttC for the British Department of Trade and Industry. The
behavior of several model ACVs in calm and tough water were investigated
including a model of the tD-2 with uncompartmented skirt. Results for the
11D-2 are shown in Figure 3-31 which hasbeen repruduced from the original
te-st report (BHC MAR 73). This figure shows roll angle variation with
constant beam-on (or sideways) towing spuee measured over calm water
with an adverse rolling moment. As noted in CAA JAN 77,t1 resulting curve
shows a sharply defined critical-speed region around 6.5 knots where either
overturning, tinder the model-te.,t conditions, or ievere trailing-side skirt
scooping occurred with the application of only moderate adverse moments.
According to CAA JAN 77 , it is not completely understood why at 6.5 knots
the model is unstable yet completelv stable at 0.5 knots eithet side of this
va lue. It Is noted, however. that wave making drag and cushion induced wave
surface elevations vary very rapidly in the speed range 6 to 7 knots for
the HDL model and this could severely influence the halance of skirt-contact
forces and cushion rtstoring moments for this speed range.
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FIGURE 3-31. RESULTS OF HD-2 MODEL BEAM-ON TOWING TESTS (BHC MAR 73).

The test in beam seas indicated that when decelerating through the critical-

speed region the trailing skirt segments invariably scooped and the craft
never appeared likely to overturn. Thus, the combination of an effective
planing structure on the HD-2 hull and skirt segment scooping, together with a

relatively low skirt-depth-to-cushion-beam ratio (of 0.133) appeared to provide
a reasonably safe overall craft configuration. The reason for segment scooping

was not defined but it was felt to be an undesirable feature since it produces

high skirt loads. Also, should the segments cease scooping at an inopportune
moment, through failure of the inner ties, a dangerous roll situation might
develop.

Because the CAA report of JUN 1975 is perhapp the most authoritative review

of ACV capsizing which has been made available to date, the conclusions and
recommendations from the study are summarized below. It is noted in CAA

JUN 75 that the conclusions and recommendations are generalizations based on
the quantitative data and discussions given in the text and they refer

exclusively to stability; other design requirements may also need to be
considered.

Conclusions (CAA JUN 75)

1. "Hovercraft like all' marine craft must be considered to be capsizable even

if in some cases the possibility appears to be remote. Unusual environmental
conditions, damage or mishandling may put any craft unexpectedly at risk.
Capsizing conditions may occur when the craft is operating on full cushion
or operating in the displacement mode or in any condition in between.

2. The capsizing potential of a hovercraft should be assessed for the craft
with any possible angle of yaw up to a full 1800. This is especially
important for those small craft which may be deliberately maneuvered in
such a manner as an aid to stopping.
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1. (a) For all praft. ical I purp)OsW a staiL ai d -;L L- e of t'vc ts carl be
dttrm ired T M,", .r capsize from the ott-, ush Ion position;

ji) InitLilIV the craft is on--cushion and operating uormally.

(ii) A situation and/or a maneuver occurs causing leading skirt

tuck-under.

(iii) The hard structure of the craft makes a dynamic impact with

the water surface.

(iv) The actual capsize occurs.

(b) Leading skirt tuck-under is the most significant factor in the sequence
as a necessary, although not in itself sufficient, condition for this

form of capsize.

(c) The dynamic planing force of all relevant surfaces including deformed
skirts can have an important effect in determining whether the craftrAwill tend to right itself or tend to capsize.

(d) As the craft impact energy is absorbed the craft may develop a high

angle of heel when the normal static buoyancy stability will become

predominant in determining the subsequent movement of the craft.

4. In the full floating mode the stability assessments for hovercraft are

essentially the same as those for (displacement) ships.

5. A reduction in the possibility of leading skirt tuck-under may reduce the

incidence of overland capsizes.

6. Not very much is currently known about the actual capsizing boundaries

of some craft and especially of the margin between the warning onset of

skirt tuck-under and the actual point of capsize.

7. The misuse of the controls can be the prime factor in the initiation of a

capsize situation.

8. Particular attention should be paid to the mechanism of skirt tuck-under.

9. Sufficient information about wind and sea conditions is not always available
to Hovercraft commanders."

Design Recommendations (CAA JUN 75)

I. The tendency for the skirt to tuck-under should be as low as practicable.

2. The vertical CG position should be as low as possible.

3. Where integral lift and propulsion systems are incorporated with a fixed
pitch propeller an effective means of stopping the craft, other than by
reducing engine power, is essential.
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4. Crat should bt dt'signed to have hydrodynamically stabilizing structures
I I I round. 'hi , can be arranged by means of planing surfaces for high-
speed beam-on mot Ion and by adeq,tate buoyancy reaictions for low-speed motion.

1). The possible movement of payload, passengers and equipment should be mini-
mized to reduce the de-stabilizing moment in a capsizing situation.

b. Adequate structure and skirt drainage should be provided to avoid asymmetric

water-weight moments.

7. Hull superstructure designs should be such as to avoid large de-stabilizing
moments as a result of high drag forces due to water trapping appendages.
The effect of system and skirt failures on the likely drag forces should

also be considered.

8. The design should be such that aerodynamic upsetting moments should be
minimized as far as is practicable.

9. Control ports where incorporated should be designed to minimize water

entry,

10. Consideration must be given in new craft design to provision of:

(a) adequate warning of an impending capsize

and

(b) an adequate margin, between the warning and the eventual capsize, to

enable corrective action to be taken. The crew drills necessary

should be established and scheduled in the Technical Manual."

Recommendations for Further General Research (CAA JUN 75)

I. It was recommended that further research be carried out not only to increase
basic data and knowledge but also to enable better theoretical techniques
to be formulated. Owing to diversity of craft and conditions the Committee
considered it was not possible to list the recommendations for further
research in anything other than a very approximate order of priority, as

follows: -

"(a) Skirt tuck-under, including the effect of local wave surface elevations

and breaking waves.

(b) Hard structure hydrodynamic stability, including the effect of local

wave surface elevations and breaking waves.

(c) Establishment of aerodynamic forces and moments at high angles of pitch

and roll.

(d) Sidewall (test) program as in Appendix 4 of CAA JUN 75.

(e) General effect of local wave surface elevations and breaking waves on

overturning.

(f) Overland capsizes including terrain transition and shallow water effects.

(g) Effects of skirt damage."
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Mud 1. and VLI I I s1 L i 'L'St iini Rei otimuncdat ions (CAA JUN ,'j

"Mol I t ', t>, iild lull Cale trials or all crjl types sholuld covet the following

k -Is wli -~ jpus b I c

I . udc.I te-,Ls, wheire ap/ropri/ite, should be carried out to establish the
i ol I o, iug ,a if qutut it is and their de)pLndlnce 0 O1 e ch other:

.) .avo t. ight ad stceliess and applied morneut below which a rough
W,at'l cap Li Z Cdllant niormal, ly occur.

(1) 1.it Lsy;tLm volumetric air flow above which a capsize cannot normally
otcur over the range of operating conditions and applied moments.

(c) i, -ts o rate of change of cushion volume air on stability.

PaIramLc,,r,, .uch as VC; posit ior, craft r el] inertia, etc., should be

2 il.t.I. ,'d at thj Most dw~c': L valtws con:;i,,tent t'ith norral actual full-

scale craft conditions.
2. Model tests should check thle effect of the applicable imiximum design (wind)

i. Tests ,ind trials to explore and establish the skirt ttuck-under boundaries
shOuL,1] he t-,,tablis hed in term.- of m~nimum lift enygine. RPMI or its equivalent.

4. Failure cases checked during trials should include the mishandling of
controls, particularly hydrodynamic rudders.

5. During trials, recordings of roll angle and differential cushion pressures,
where appropriate, should be included amongst the information to establish
the skirt tuck-under boundary and floating stabilytt

6. Model tests should include checking the effer-t o + beam-on motion under high
wind and sea conditions while in tue displacvm, nt node "

Operationa3il Recommendations (CAA JUN 75)

1. "[he fol lowing operational procedures are recommeiided to be ncotporated in all

'Type Operating MainiaLs in order rhat hovercraft :ormn,'indfers ran "'inlmize the
risk of (apsize in calm water.

(a) If possible avoid moving at yiw4 angles between 6G' and 1 200

(C ) l), to t i t t' , cish ton air i f ilov ing a t thu:!o yaw nn c

In ad it i.)n wit li, operat ing in ru i ,,h vyat ,r:

(c) Avoid sllding sideways into or down beam seas . The craft heading

shou ld] be at ltast 20 from the lint of wave fronts.

2. [nformnttion n ha ;fc hovercr aft staili tv and rontiol should be compiled

in a form suitable for hovercraft commander.
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3. Commander training should include the knowledge of environmental conditions
recommended in Appendix 5 Part 3 of CAA JUN 75. Special efforts must be
made to acquaint hovercraft commanders with the particular environmental

conditions of their route.

4. Driving instruction should cover all craft and weather operating conditions,
including emergency conditions beyond those for which the craft Is certified
tor passenger service, before a full licence Is granted. If necessary,

the licence should be issued in stages leading to full clearance.

5. Iovercraft commnders should be subject to a regular re-assessment of their
craft handling procedures during commercial services.

6. Leading skirt tuck-under which results in a plow-in when experienced during
normal operations, should be a notifiable incident. The commander should

also note in the craft log book any uncharacteristic behavior of the cushion
system."

Requirement Recommendations (CAA JUN 75)

1. "Chapter B5-9 of the British Hovercraft Safety Requirements(BHSR) should
be reviewed to ensure that adequate floating stability margins are required

for the intact and selected damage cases.

2. The relevant requirements on controls and controllability in BHSR should be

progressed by the CAA."

General Recommendations (CAA JUN 75)

1. "The Committee strongly recommends that data which have a relevance to craft

safety should be actively circulated amongst all appropriate Hovercraft

Authorities.

2. The Committee recommends that this report be madeavailable to all interested

parties at home and overseas.

3. Appendix 1 of CAA JUN 75 should be forwarded to the British Standards
Institute and other authorities so that the terms and symbols can be considered
for general use by the hovercraft industry.

4. The exchange of technical information throughout the industry should be
encouraged.

5. Hovercraft technology is comparatively new and is subject to change. It is

therefore essential that this report be regarded as relevant to the current
time only and that it should be reviewed at regular intervals."
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NAVSEC, NORFOLK, "procedures Manual, Dynamic Stability Analysis for U.S.
Navy Small Cratt", Report No. 23095-1, January 1977.

L.lods, "Rules and Regulations for the Construction and Classification

of Wood and Composite Yachts"

Llods, "Provisional Rules for the Construction of Reinforced Plastic Yachts"

3.5.3 General Considerations

The above standards do not necessarily recognize,however, the special
considerations of the high speeds achievable by modern day passenger carrying
planing (or semi displacement) craft. For chine boats,the question of
transverse stability has, over the years, been given very limited treatment.
However, the fact that these vessels were always beamy with very large
transverse CM's when planing, has seemed to have satisfied the test of time.
Compared with other types of dynamically supported craft the planing craft is

well known and has been in wide use for very many years. The principles
of planing lift are well understood; a great deal of theoretical and experi-

mental work has been devoted to the study of resistance of planing hulls and
very large numbers jf successful and safe planing craft have been built for
military, commercial and private use. The stability of planing craft, however,
is an extremely complex subject and very little analytical work has been done
on this subject. One reason for this is that there has not been very much
incentive. Stability problems of planing craft have, traditionally, been solved
empirically and successfully by simple, practical remedies such as the use of
ballast to move the center of gravity or the use of transom flaps or "shingles"
to change the running trim angle. In any case,the modes of instability that
do occur,during the operation of planing craft at moderate speeds,are normally
rather mild and can be avoided by the operator by changing trim (by thrustline

or transom-flap control), by changing speed or by moving passengers or crew.
Observation of any of the nation's waterways on a weekend in the summer
indicates that planing craft can suffer wide ranges of operational abuse in
terms of loading, speed and turning maneuvers,without displaying undesirable,

unstable tendencies.

Stability problems encountered by planing craft can be categorized as follows: -

(a) Displacement mode -

The planing craft is very often much less stable in the displacement mode than
when planing. This is particularly true of the deep-vee types and much less
true of multi-hull types. The Seaknife, for exmaple, which can be regarded as
an extreme case of a deep-vee type is undesirably unstable when at rest. The
fact that many small craft are rather prone to swamping and capsize when at

rest has been the cause of many accidents.
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I'lle coup Iled 1)itt L11 alIld heave I tis tab ii Jit v known its por po Is [ang'' proLab ly
tL L' most comnmonl I LX p Lr I I ILdL mod e o t itsLabi Ily L u ncC)Unt-Ii e I i T- pIanilng
C Ii I At 11odcrate spesit can be persistenlt but Is usually not very
.1LV r .Onceu porpoi!,ig s tar ts i t Wil 11 sually not dlie Out until either

he trim is changed or speed reducieed . At high speeds porpols ing can be
Xt t'k I ' y dangerous IS i t is aggravated by large aerooyrami c forces and

can rapidly build up until thek craft leaves the Water entirely, which can
cause the craft to flip or can cause such sevezre impact toads that the
crIaft breaks uip. Such accidents are not Infrequent among racing hydroplanes.

; "li factors governing coupled pitch and heave instabiiit], Were first analyzed
byv P-rcing and Glaulert l9,32,using the "Routhi Discri-miuant" approach to study
the take off: and landing dynamics of sea planes. For application to planing
cratt ,several researchers have since provided useful gUidelines for establish-
Ing lporpoislng limits. 'these include DAY & HAAG MAY 52, CLEMENT (63 and 66),

SAVLTS:KY OCT 64, HSU MAY 67, PAYNE AUtG 7.3, ANGELI APR /71 and MARN MAR 8

As noted above, porpoising can lead to large aerodynamic pitch-up moments.
The aerodynamic stability of a planing craft is hest evaluate:-d ini a wind
t I tunnel1. Consderable discussion onl thkis topic can Ibe found Ln DU CANE 72,
pag-2 394.

(c) 'transverse Stability-

Most hard chine craft are very stiff in roll when In the planing node as a
* large restoring moment is generated when one side of the planing bottom is

Lmmersed further than the other. Some deep-vee types exhibited poor roll
stability in initial trials but it was found that this could be remedied
very simply and effectively by fitting longitudinal spray strips on the
planing bottom. During turning maneuvers t~ie V shape of most planing
bottoms Iprovldes favorable rolling moment as th rf dsIp ota
the craft will roll Inwards In a turn. Occasilonally , In Jctpvce types
coupled roll and pitch instability can occur if the i r, . dfgs- in during
a tura anid CauISCs the craft to roll outboird . Th(e protnt,,p Sec-nife, for

.xnnpl , ic~h has a vory decp forefoot, ,--s -, -rs_-, it -ipsi zed in
this way b.; "tr ipping" and rollinmg outboard in a turn.

Some rounde-_d chine, round bilge or semi displacemient croft h~~vo been known
t. -xhibLt a loss of rolli stability with increased forward speed. In
particular, SUHRBIER, 7 MAR 78, reports onl a series of model tests performed
for Vosper Throneycroft (UK) Limited from which the loss of retacentric
hoi ght (GM) with forward speed and the effect of spriy railis were investigated.
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SUHRBIER, I MAR 78 also mentions that the well-known feature of chine boats,

that they heel inwards when turning, is predominantly due to the action of

the rudder, but is very likely also enhanced by their chine form. The Vosper

Thorneycroft TENACITY with a rather beamy round-bilge form, heeled outwards

2 or 30 when turning at full rudder. TENACITY had an extremely high value

of transverse GM, so this is perhaps not surprising. It is a fact, however,

that if one applies the accepted formula as given by Sarchin and Goldberg 62
for calculating angle of heel when turning to TENACITY, the calculated angle

is four times the measured angle at high speeds. This is mentioned by Suhrbier

only to illustrate how very wrong one can sometimes be in using, for small,

fast vessels, methods of calculation or criteria which are accepted for slower

and more normal craft. Naturally,the criteria mentioned would apply at least

approximately to such ships when proceeding at normal cruising speeds and not

at extreme speeds. it is fortunate that the error is on the safe side, and

that conventional methods over-ustimate the angle of heel when turning at

high speeds. At the moment the only design guidance that can be offered is

empirical, and it is a subject which clearly would repay some analytical

if not theoretical study.

(d) Directional Stability -

The directional stability of planing craft is usually very good in calm water.

The center of hydrodynamic lateral effort is well aft of the c.g. so that

the craft is statically stable in yaw and does not require the continuous

adjustments of the helm that are characteristic of displacement ships.

According to RINA MAY 78 fast patrol boats are,however, at some risk from

broaching to in following waves from the effect of excessive bow immersion

which reduces directional stability of the hull and simultaneously the

effectiveness of the rudder. HEATHER MAR 78, in fact, shows the results

of model experiments which indicate risk in steep following seas where the

Froude number is greater than 0.23. See Figure 3-32.

RINA MAY 78, also states that course-keeping problems at high speeds may be

overcome by an increase in roll stiffness. Many semi-displacement craft

experience a reduction of roll stiffness at high speeds, particularly at

Froude numbers above 0.6. Dangerous situations can arise if helm is applied

in an attempt to correct yawing motion caused by heel; the rudder forces

produced may increase roll and thus aggravate the stability problem.

,AVE I(.ttY

I tIN t IOL Y

SHIP SPEED1111,I

FIGURE 3-32. MINIMUM SPEED LIMIT FOR ACCELERATION TO SPEED IN FOLLOWING SEAS

AND PROBABLE BROACHING-TO REGEMES FOR FAST PATROL CRAFT.(RINA MAY 78)
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t() Stahi lity in a Seaway

'IC SdM ;lL.,ellltt tiC cklicrac er ist i s that catlla' a p al li Fig It to have very

.tai, UaI acractcristics in ,.lm w.ater can1 it t 1 hAe :1 1,,ugh ride In wav vs.
A, ~thk craft mo, thr, ugh WaVeS the a 0 1 ni the pllln tlg bet tutl In cOlEk't

with the water changes rapidly and the planing force changes In proportion.
The resulting accelerations and motions get rapidly more severe as speed
and wave height increase and usually result in the operator reducing speed
until a more comfortable situation is obtained. This u-iually means that
the planing craft only encounters severe sea states in the displacement
condition. The planing craft In the displacement condition in a seaway has
several disadvantages compared with a displacement ship:

The large areas of superstructure often present may cause large rolling
moments due to windage and large angles of roll due to high roll inertia.

The shallow draft may Interact with the waves to cause unusual variations
in waterplane area and hence metacentric height.

* The shallow draft may also result in directional Instability in following
seas leading to broaching (as mentianeG -arlier).

' The wide square transom and open cockpit areas may be prone to swamping
in following seas.

Only in very unusual circumstances, such as in ocean racing, will planing
speeds be maintained in rough water. Under these conditions very high
accelerations are experienced and structural damage and crew injuries are
not uncommon.
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4. CRAFT HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

Because of the high-speed capability of dynamically supported craft, combined
with their generally h ighLer responsiveness to control action, there exists,
for these craft, particular hazards to safe operation which are not generally
of concern to conventional displacement craft. Additionally, many of the

hazards which exist for displacement craft will also apply equally to

dynamically supported craft.

Table 4-1 presents a list of hazards which are considered applicable to
dynamically supported craft. (These are defined in more detail later.)
A hazard,in this case, is a situation of craft state and operating environment

which is known to have the potential of causing either property damage,

personnel injury or loss of life.

The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of all of these hazards is,
of course, very remote. At the same time, certain combination of hazards may
well occur simultaneously and may provide design conditions for some forms
of craft and conditions of operation.

CLEARY MAR 75, in his general discussion of Marine Stability Criteria, presents
a convenient classification in which the term FORM is used to classify the
type of craft; the term SERVICE is used to group the type of cargo and
variations in the planned or inadvertent loading to be expected of the craft
or to which the craft may be subjected and the term EXPOSURE is used to group
the sea or weather related forces that the craft is expected to encounter. In
addition, CLEARY MAR 75 suggests that each potential hazard should be examined
to clearly distinguish waether the event is a surprise for which the crew may
not be prepared (in which case the craft must save itself) or whether the
event is one for which the crew is readily prepared. These classifications
are included in Table 4-1 and can be used to help determine the likelihood
of the combined application of certain hazards.

TABLE 4-1. LIST AND CLASSIFICATION OF POTENTIAL OPERATIONAL

HAZARDS FOR DYNAMICALLY SUPPORTED CRAFT.

OPERATIONAL HAZARDS TYPE AMES

I Cargo- loading misaligment SERVICE Pas

2 Crowding of passengers to one side SERVICE S

3 Inadvertent cargo shifting SERVICE S

4 Lifting heavy weights SnVICE P

5 Retracting foils SERVICE P

6 Free-surface effect SERVICE P

I Top-side icing EXPOSURE Pe S

8 High-speed turns SERVICE PorS

9 Inadvertent control-force action SERVICE S

10 Severe wind strength EXPOSURE Por S

11 Severe sea state EXPOSURE PorS

12 Towing SERVICE p

P: Prepared for
S: Surprise
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I nI Tabl e 4-2, for examlp h , the typ s o f unstabl t twhavlo that h:mve been

known to occur with dyan calLy supported craft are li ;ttd. Tie list includes
an identification of the primary and secondary modes of critt motion Livolved
in each case and shows for which cratt type the mode ot instability applies.

TABLE 4-2. CLASSIFICATION OF CRAFT TYPES ApimJ) TYPES OF INSTABILITY.

IlI't IUt I KAf I 2 ,\\

- " " --

TY ES OF INS1ABILITYl HAZARD IUE IIFILA11010
8

PRIMARY SECONDARY

HM(U-Ea D.OF. _D.O.F.

A P - In [) 1 vlt.rgentt ZX V I
a P rpo I . hlfg O c 1llitor)

'  
L) z - I

C Pitch-Click tJsc iI ldturY , N

[) Awro vitc h-Up4 'I e tgent u U Z 1 L

F broach tog to Div'ergent yI

G Fi h TaillnK Oscillatory N - 4
H trlppi ng! It)i v gent 4 )/ I ,, 1 , L

cI l k-Stop oscillatury * - N.'

D ci I latory , - N

HEAVE
K I u r o I .Ia l, i n g D i v e n t Z 0 , 0

I ,t t,m Slamm ing owctIlatory Z 8 , /
N Ie a v e I. m l t

y - e U c l a to y Z I. y' z

N I .- ,:s of U,u.1 -

L tL
b  

vt [ LiVtrgentt x Z , ) - -

0 kl.. a .f IDyll.
Llttb Oscillatory X Z /-I

P S6i 5LE SLIP Overgent N
NO E.. i . . Degree or Freedom : Roll X; Surge

o: Pitch Z: Heave Y: Sway
i,. Yaw

1. Behavior which is mdesirable or which ,. Craft Pitci-up at hLigi peed due to
ias been known to cause or is likely to aer-dvnamic instability.

,cause property damage, personnel injury, 5. Sudden increase In wide drag with craft
or logs of life. progressing at high-sideslip or beam-on.

Craft types and their various conf tgura- 6. Loss of lift on foil in following seas.

tions. 7. All oscillator modes might lead to

3. Bow-iown excursiong due to intermittent divergent-oscillatorv mode.

ikirt ru,.k- inder. 1. S e -,a! Le 4-1 f. .r .Irera lonal hazards.

1: ner ,iuil injur y and/or property damage
i: oss ot life

N: Undesirable b t generally safe behavior
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The extent to Which each class of craft is Su1SCeptiblIe to a common hazard
would, of course, be dependent on many detail design variables as discussed
in Chapter 5. The degree of importance associated with each type of
instability is indicated (to some extent) by the far right-hand column of
Table 4-2. This shows where the type of instability can be regarded as
undesirable but generally safe, where personnel injury and/or property (i.e.
craft) damage can occur,and where loss of life Is potentially at stake.

It should be appreciated that some forms of unstable craft behavior can lead
to other, perhaps more critical, (less safe) behavior. A classical example
for AC~s or SES Is the "so-called" pitch-click instability, listed in line
item C of TLable 4-2 which results from a lack of pitch static stability for
small pitch excursions about nominal trim. This type of behavior although
not exhibited by all AC~s or SE%- is not particularly uncoimmon and although
undesirable from a performance standpoint, is fairly benign. If excessive,
however, (perhaps due to the existance of other disturbing forces) an
exaggerated state of leading-skirt tuck uinder can occur leading to excessive

pitch down and eventual plow-in causing hard structure contact with the water

(as Listed on line item A of Table 4-2). Plow-in,itself, is also nota
particularly uncommon or necessarily dangerous situation for an ACV or SES
In the hands of an experienced operating crew. If, however, it occurs at
very high speed, (where, incidentally, it is most likely to occur) and, for
some reason, no action is taken by the crew to minimize its severity, the
process of plow-in has the potential of subjecting the craft to very high
rates of deceleration and uncontrolled yaw, which in turn can eventually
result in high-speed,sideways (beam-on) motion, side-skirt tuck under,
hull tripping and a capsize in roll (line item H of Table 4-2). Such events
have occurred on several occasions.

Note that the possibility of pitch-click behavior, line item C for an ACV or
SES, can be accentuated (although not often) by hazard items 1, 3 and 6 from
Table 4-1. In turn, plow-in can be accentuated by hazard items 1, 3, 7 and 9
of Table 4-1 and tripping, leading to capsize in roll, can be accentauted by
hazard items 1, 2, 3 and 6 through 11. Thus, the only hazard items which
are excluded from affecting this scenario are items 4, 5 and 12 which occur
only in the displacement mode of operation. This, of course, is a rather
oversimplified analysis. It does, however, provide a starting point for
assessing the possible combination of the various operational hazards.

Note also that capsizing in roll, for an SES or ACV need not result only
as a consequence of severe plow-in. Operation in severe beam seas and winds
have also been known to cause capsize.

In the following subchapters the various hazards and modes of instability
to which dynamically supported craft can be subjected are defined. Included
is an Identification of those hazards which can reasonably be combined for the
purpose of developing stability standards for each possible mode of instability.

4.1 CRAFT HAZARD DEFINITION AND COMBINATION

An identification of the hazards which have a reasonable probability of occurring
simultaneously is given in Table 4-3. An explanation of each hazard and the
rationale for their combination in certain cases is discussed below:
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[ABLE - . I E)NII FICAIJON OF hA/AR)' 0 4' II .,VI A 1I'.,,:,ABIL

PROBIIAHI ITY OF OCCUKRIN; -,MIT . Ll ,'

t 1'Ail LMLNI MOt't)N ,.
O ,L.D tEA HER :R, , .INI Y " .,

ad. <

1 CARGO-LOADING GRGS; MISALIGNMENT I"------ -

CROWDING OF PASSENGERS TO ONE SIDE 't, .- .-

I INADVERTENT CARGO SHIFTING IL'*K*< * - I r

'. LIFTING H AVY WEIGHTS* - --

- - - ---- ----- 1--------- - - -- -

I HL H-SPEED TI IR.NS , { , - - i -

9 INADVERTENT CONTROL-FORCE ACTION ..: .

iO0: SEVERE WIND STRENGTH j

j$EVERE SEA STATE 4 u
L2 TOWING iFK i~ ilii

(1) Cargo Loading Misalignments

Cargo elements with inprecisely known weights can be loaded in such a way that

very significant departures from normal craft C.G. location can he caused. A

gross mi.b;alignment of craft C.G. will, however, assuredly become apparent to

the crew (of a dynamically supported craft) soon after (if not before) underway

operations commence. The crew would then presumably realign the cargo (which

may involve returning to base) or they would ronLinue with extreme care

not to subject the craft to the most severe adverse control force actions,

high-speed turns or operation in the most severe sea states for which the

craft is designed.
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It is further assumed that a cargo misalignment hazard applies to cargo carry-
ing, craft only. If a cargo carrying craft also carries passengers it is
assumed that the crew would be aware of the misalignment and all passengers
would then be instructed to remain In their seats and to wear seat belts
during underway operations. Similarly, the inadvertent shifting of cargo
which could otherwise result from craft rapid deceleration due to sudden
control force actions or operation in the most severe sea conditions is also
considered unlikely. Note that the term "most severe" is used aboveto imply
the maximum conditions which the craft is designed to encounter. This
includes the maximum sea state-speed envelope and maximum control forces and
moments available. Although the effect of high-speed turns, inadvertent
control-force action and severe sea states are shown as being excluded from
combining with cargo loading misalignment in Table 4-3, some less severe
combination of these hazards would appear to be necessary. (No attempt is
made here to establish such a combination since this would be the subject
of the subsequent Phase 11 of the Program.)

it is considered important, however, to include the most severe wind speeds
in combination with cargo loading misalignment. High wind squalls can occur
very suddenly and in many instances without warning, as compared to the
time required for sea conditions to change appreciably. Five items, therefore,
remain for combination with cargo loading misalignment (as shown in Table
4-3),two of which apply only in the displacement mode of operation and one of

which applies only to very cold weather service.I

(2) Crowding of Passengers to One Side

The heeling moment due to passengers crowding to one side of a craft can be
estimated with respect to the space and deck plan of the craft. Such an
event is not expected to occur in the most severe sea state, during the most
severe high-speed turn nor in combination with severe cargo shifting.
It can however occur both in the dynamically supported and displacement modes
of operation.

(3) Inadvertent Cargo Shifting

Most often,cargo will be tied down when the craft is underway, particularly
if heavy seas are expected. In the most severe seas for which the craft is
designed, cargo may, however, shift and cause a large destabilizing moment.

(4) Lifting Heavy Weights

Loading and unloading cargo at sea would be confined to displacement mode
operation and would most likely be performed in connection with offshore crew
and supply-boat service. Operation with inadvertent off-set load conditions
combined with beam seas and strong wind gusts would require consideration.

(5) Retracting Foils

This would apply only to hydrofoil craft in the displacement mode. The effect
of changing C.G. height and craft windage conditions due to raising the foil
system would be considered in combination with items shown in Table 4-3.
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() I-Ce Cur fac tl c tsi

Fhe rcdit- t i on Of St ab ilit 'Y due to thle tI t-a Ut fat U Uf lc t of fuel and in
part i cu la r t he f i ee--sur faCe of t lralpped wae cr onl dLck or Wi th inr cargo
spaces- duce to rough-water operat ion can be a s igni f icajit hiazard for some

crlaft type's.

(7) Top-Side, Icing

Superstructure icing during extreme cold-weather servicu, can cause a
significant change in C.G. location particularly if icing is assymetric.
The ACV and SES could be particularly prone to assymetric icing conditions
due to cushion-generated spray in beam winds.

(8) High-Speed Turns

During collision--avoidanice maneauvvero at high forward speeds, large side-slip

angles can be expected in comnbinat ion with large contr- forcie actions. This,
combined with other possible hazards shown in Table 4-3, can subject a
craft to a significant destabilizing condition in roll.

(9) Inadvertent Control-Force Action

Although it Ls usuLally expected that thet use of the craft. controls is such
as t1- o minlimlize potential hazards,most accidents with dynamically supported
craft have occurred as a result of inappropriate control action. Because
of Lte highl speeds and/or high thiru--it levels available, dynamically supported
craft generally exhibit a very large con)itrol- force2-to--gross -weight ratio
relative to conventional ships. Thus, the consideration of
destabilizing forces and moments trom inappropriate action of the controls
should take a higher priority for dynamically supported craft than is
normally the case with conventional craft.

(10) ;uvcro Wind Streng. thl

H igh steady or gust ing willi d a be a sipgni f i cant 11a.a rd pa-t i cl icrly with
craft hiaving ilgh freeboard (o r eXtens6 ive suiperstructuires,) wli tends to
be Lte case for most dynamically supperted craft, at le ast whent in the non-
displacemcrnt mode. Beam winds,combined with rolling in se%--e bean seas
and whien combined with the other possible hazards shown in Table 4- 3, are of
particular concern. Combined quartering winds and severe wave zction cam
also be of concern.

(11) Severea St-a St atet

Apa jr t frimi vht- natural oncern Of cops i zing in combined severe beam seas and
W inrd, crat t th-rat ion ait the t-xtremes of the designt c~a tate-si od envelope
can, tor ctg1  ine *ift * resuilt in relatively hiazardo us 1b(ttoml slamming.
A Ithiough it woulId be expect (d Htt tit,< crew wouild reduce speed to minimize
;c-vorte -I ann tog it i-s puss Sih le that the random natuire of oncountered waves
-e ild tike tl- crow fv ;itrprIs,,, aInd rt-uu in stotnaIdaimage .)r injury
to pe'r< ontI ott h~oard.
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(12) Tow ing

The recovery of a disabled craft in adverse weather may involve towing. Other
than in the case, perlldps,of an ACV this would be accomplished with the craft
in the displacement mode. With severe wave action and winds, the management
of tow lines would he severely hampered and could result in the application
of significant destabilizing moments particularly if the assisting craft or
ship is much larger than the disabled craft.

4.2 TYPES OF INSTABILITY

Table 4-2 provides a list of known types of instability which have been
exhibited by dynamically supported craft. Some apply to only one type of
craft; others apply to all types. As was noted in the previous subchapter,
only certain types of instability can be regarded as serious, that is,
having the potential of directly causing personnel injury, property damage
or loss of life. It is these types of instability which are briefly defined
below* along with the service imposed operating hazards which are known to
have an influence on their initiation. A comparison of the critical instability
types and corresponding service hazards is given in Table 4-4.

4.2.1 Plow-In, Type A

Plow-in is an unstable pitch-down event which can (and has) occurred for
both SES and ACVs. It occurs when the bow skirt of an ACV or bow seal of
an SES becomes excessively immersed because of some out-of trim moment causing
a large (e.g.-3*) bow down attitude. Plow-in occurs when the increased
hydrodynamic drag which results from the additional skirt contact is
sufficient to cause a state of excessive skirt tuck-under, which in turn
results in a loss in pitch-up restoring moment and further pitch-down motion.
Eventually, hard-structure contact with the water can occur if no corrective
action is taken by the crew. This can then lead to a high rate of craft
deceleration and, if the design is such that directional control cannot be
maintained, high sideslip angles can result and the craft can become in danger
of running broadside-on and eventually overturning in roll.

Plow-in events have normally corresponded to operation at high speed,with forward
craft C.G. locations and have been most likely to occur at reduced cushion air-
floGw rate. The on-set of such events have been typically characterized by what
the craft operators have referred to as a skirt nibbling (deceleration) sensation
(i.e. some forewarning has usually been present). Resultant craft decelerations
and bow down motions have been typically of the order of -0.05g and -3 degrees,

respectively. Usually, for an ACV, normal pitch trim is recovered following
a reduction In air-propeller thrust.

*More indepth discussions of instability types can be found in Appendix A
"State of the Art Review of Craft Stability" of Volume I - Master Report,
prepared in support of the Background Study for this program.
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In i , o L, hIt. 4-4 iL i + known, 0, t k t e d, that Ilow- In can he
init Iated or (-'il I)t. aggravat ed by iv r I -k rvIct, hazards: -

1. Cargo loading misalignment

3. Inadvertent cargo shift

7. Topside icing

9. Inadvertent Control Action

11. Severe sea state*

Note that the term plow-in was coined exclusively to describe an ACV or SES

phenomena. In more convential terms the word "rooting" has been used to
describe an event when any craft btiries it-: bow which, if it occurs, is
usually when running in following seas and the craft or ship attempts to

negotiate a wave crest following a pitch-down motion caused by a previous
wave. (It is the counterpart of pooping when a wave is taken over the stern.)
Thus, the ACV/SES term "Plow-in", could be more loosely used to encompass
a rooting event for other dynamically spported craft and which would also

be influenced by the service hazards 1, 3, 6, 9 and 11 (Table 4-4) defined
above. See also the possible consequence of planing-craft porpoising discussed

below.

4.2.2 Porpoising, Type B

Porpoising is defined as the oscillatory motion of a planing craft in combined

pitch and heave. It occurs with craft planing at high speed in smooth

water, and if severe enough, can result in craft structural damage, or peisonnel

injury. It may also result in diving (tripping over the bow) when the low trim
angles, reached in the lower part of the porpoising cycle causes the bow to
dig in. (SAVITSKY OCT 64). This type of instability is known to have been
responsible for many serious boating accidents. According to DU CANE 72,

single or multi-stepped hull forms are particularly prone to porpoising.
Equally so are the stepless or so-called hard-chine boats if driven at suffi-

cient speed. Service hazards which can aggravate or initiate porpoising include

those previously identified for plow-in with the exception of severe sea states.
It is expected also to be aggravated, in some instances, by unstable tendencies

induced form free-surface effects. (See Table 4-4).**

4.2.3 Aero Pitch-Up, Type D

Particularly serious accidents have occurred with light displacement, very high-

speed craft when, as a result of some pitch-up disturbance sufficient aero-
dynamic lift (or bow-up moment) is generated to cause the craft to become airborr.e
and then either to flip over or to slam back onto the water surface. Such an
event can be initiated at very high speeds either as a result of porpoising,
encountering a wake, when operating in waves, when encountering a sudden
gusting headwind, or it can occur as a result of inappropriate pitch trim control.

* Many plow-in events have occurred in calm water.
**See DU CANE 72 page 389 for discussion of types of testing necessary to

determine propoising and Aero Pitch-Up boundaries.
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but otheuwjse oliy discomtort for crew and passengers. Broaching generally
occurs onlv with the forward toil(s) and results in an immediate, almost
.:'ompletc loss of lift. The bow falls and the foil reenters the water. Full

lift is not regained inmediately, because the reentering foil remains venti-
ljted to the atmosphere for some time, and the hull almost invariably slams
into the next wave. Foilborne operation is usually regained after the next

wave passes but, with increasing sea severity, a point is reached where the
loss of speed due to post-broach slamming is too great and flight must be

abandoned. This constitutes, of course, an overpowering instability in surge.

The scenario described above is typical of submerged-foil craft with a canard

foil planform. Hydrofoils with an airplane configuration almost invariably
encounter asymmetrical broaching with the result that a rolling moment is
induced. Considerable roll may develop before lift is recovered on the

broached foil and may persist until the hull slams in.

We do not know the extent to which forward-foil broaching is encountered on

ships with surface-piercing foils. Since the bow has a greater tendency
to lift in response to an approaching wave crest than that of a fully submerged

foil craft, there could be a greater tendency to broaching. On the other hand,
since speed would normally be lower in heavy seas, the foil may be submerged

deeply enough to obviate the problem.

4.2.8 Bottom Slamming, Type L

The probability of (and severity of) bottom slamming will increase, with all
dynamically supported craft, as forward speed and the height of encountered

waves is increased. Bottom slamming is usually of greatest concern to the
structural designer, and emphasis in recent years has been in the application
of extreme value statistics to te assessment of ultimate design pressures and

loads. Although the crew of a craft will undoubtedly reduce speed when
slamming becomes uncomfortable, unexpected severe bottom impacts have been
known to occur because of the random nature of the sea, and these have, in
the past, caused injury and craft damage. Service hazards which increase

the probability of casuality from bottom slamming are indicatee in Figure 4-4.

4.2.9 Heave Limit Cycle, Type M

This unique SES and ACV unstable behaviorqcaused by the interaction of the
air supply characteristic and the rate of change of cushion air leakage
froa the cushion, has been observed on a number of craft. Although high
c~cillatory peak heave accelerations of limited amplitude (of up to ig on the
SES 1OA) have been recorded on occasions it is perhaps the least dangerous
type of instability for ACVs and SES discussed in this chapter. For an
ACVthis unstable heave motion is accentuated (and complicated) by a corresponding
vertical vibration of the flexible skirt. For an SES,it occurs in near calm water
when running at high speed, near minimum sidehull immersion and at the optimum
trim for minimum drag. For an amphibious ACV it occurs most readily when
hovering over smooth level land. Ini all cases it is most likely to occur when
the rate of change of cushion-air leakage with heave motion is maximized by
operating close to level trim over smooth land or water. It can be stopped
in operation by reducing cushion flow rate or operating in an out-of-trim
condition. It is minimized (and in most cases prevented) in the design stage

by the correct choice of fan characteristics and by including constraints
within the skirt system to minimize the participation of skirt vibration,

,omm(,nly referred to as skirt bounce. It is not aggravated by any of the
Vice hazards listed in Table 4-4.
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t'his is a problem for hydrofoil craft and is a circumstance leading to surge
instability involving foilborue operation in following seas which are typically
being overtaken. Climbing the back of the wave, with the water running away
trom the craft, can so far reduce the relative flow velocity over the foils
that insufficient lilt is obtainable and the ship settles onto her hull.
This Is more of a problem for surface piercing foil ships than for submerged
toils with lift control, because compensation for the loss of flow velocity
cannot be obtained. In any event it is not considered to present any serious
hlazard and is effected by only the severe sea state service hazard as shown
in Table 4-4. It is the least serious type of instability for hydrofoil
craft discussed in this chapter although,if excessiveits existence may lead
to the more serious types craft behavior discussed previously.

I
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5. CRAFT CLASS I FICATION

The classification of craft types for each major category is presented in
this chapter to provide, visibility on the variety of hull shapes, control

techniques, propulsion methods and lift systems that will be considered for

uniform application of stability standards.

5.1 CLASSIFICATION OF AIR-CUSHION VEHICLES

Air-cushion vehicles are distinguished from surface-effect ships by the

absence of side hulls. The classification recognizes differences in skirt

design, hull shape, appendages, and propulsion system.

(I) Skirt Design

1.1 Loop segment

1.2 Bag finger with stability trunks

1.3 Multicell

1.4 Pericell

(2) Hull Shape

2.1 Planing bottom deadrise

2.2 Open bottom bag feed ducts

(3) Appendages

3.1 Airfoil directional stabilizers

3.2 Aerodynamic rudders

3.3 Aerodynamic pitch stabilizers

3.4 Hydrodynamic maneuvering control rods

(4) Propulsion Systems

4.1 Fixed airscrews (open and shrouded)

4.2 Steerable airscrews

4.3 Air jets

4.4 Marine screws

5.2 CLASSIFICATION OF SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS

SES have been classified according to:

Hull (hard-structure) shape

Sel type and configuration

Appendages

Propulsion System
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(I) lliiL I ShJI2c

l.[ High-deadrise side hull (very little planing lift contribution)

1.2 Low-dcadrise side hull (substantial planing lift contribution)

1.3 Full-length side hull

1.4 Partial-length side hull

(2) Seal_"lpe and Configluration

1.1 Wrap-around type bow seal

1.2 Two-dimensional bow seal

1.3 Bag and finger seal

1.4 Planer seal

(3) Appendages

1.1 Skegs

1.2 Rudders

1.3 Turning Skegs

1.4 Bow stabilizers (fixed or movable)

(4) Propulsion System

1.1 Water jets

1.2 Water propellers

1.3 Air propellers

5.3 CLASSIFICATION OF HYDROFOILS

(1) Planform

1.1 Longitudinal area distribution

a. Conventional (airplane)

b. Tandem

c. Canard

1.2 Transverse area distribution

a. Split

b. Non-split (continuous)

(2) Foil Submergence

2.1 Surface Piercing

a. V-foils

b. V ladder

c. Ladder

2.2 Fully submerged

2.3 Hybrid
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(3) .Fo i Flow m

.1 Fully wtctted (sub-cavitating)

.2 Supercavitating or superventikit .d

(4) Stb ility Mt.w1 _i SM

4.1 Surface effect

4.2 Area variation (surface piercing)

4.3 Movablt control surfaces

4.4 Hybrid

(5) Control System

5.1 Sensing

a. Mechanical

b. Electro-Mechanical

c. Other

5.2 Signal processing

5.3 Actuation

a. Mechanical

b. Pneumatic

c. Electro-Hydraulic

(6) Propulsion System

6.1 Water jet

6.2 Water propellers

Z drive

V drive

5.4 CLASSIFICATION OF PLANING CRAFT

Planing craft have been classified according to:

Hull shape

Static appendages (but may be adjustable)

Control appendages

Propulsion

(1) Hull Shape

1.1 Hard chine

1.2 Deep vee

1.3 Inverted V

1.4 Flat bottom

1.5 Round bottom

1.6 Stepped + dynaplane

1.7 Multihull
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* (2) SQAJd udgs

2.1 Transom Flaps

2.2 Spray Rails

2.I Sponsons

2.4 Skegs

2.5 Bilge Keels

(3) Control Appendages

3.1 Rudders

3.2 Water-Jet Deflectors

3. 3 Outboard Engine Skegs

(4) Pr_o usion

4.1 Outboard Engine

4.2 Inboard-Outboard Engine

4.3 Inboard engine

4.4 Water jets

4.5 Screw propeller

4.6 Multiple units of above
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b. STA LILTY STANDARD CLASS I FICATl)N

Chapter 3 ot this report, reviewed the various stability criteria upon which

standards have beeni based for regulating or for judging the safety of both
displacement and non-displacement craft. It was noted that, so far, no
widely accepted stability standards had been developed for advanced marine
craft operating in the dynamically supported mode. In fact, there even

existed very little specific guidance for the safe design of such craft
except perhaps in the case of the fully-submerged hydrofoil craft. It

appeared, however that,although diverse in application,the various approaches
which had been developed could fall within one of six possible general

categories. In this present chapter these basic six general approaches to

the formulation of stability standards are identified and then classified
according to their applicability to each class of dynamically supported craft

considered in the study.

6.1 CATEGORIES OF APPROACH TO STANDARD FORMULATION

Six basic categories of approach to the formulation of stability standards
have been identified. They are defined as follows-

(1) Minimum Initial Stiffness Limits -

Metacentric Height for Pitch & Roll

C.P. Shift per degree for Pitch & Roll

(2) Minimum Restoring Force & Moment Limits -

Minimum acceptable restoring force & moment (or moment arm) and corres-
ponding translational or angular displacement limits.

(3) Static and Dynamic Stability Righting-Arm Curves -

Comparison of righting-arm and destabilizing-arm curves with limits

placed on selected area ratios including the work done to resist capsize.

(4a) Elementary Dynamic Simulation -

Limits placed on extent of rigid-body angular rotation and translation
displacement and on rates of rotation and displacement as observed from

a reduced degree-of-freedom mathematical representation of craft subjected

to specified hazards.

(4b) 6- Degree-Of-Freedom (DOF) Rigid-Body Simulation -

Limits set as in 4aabove but with motions determined form a complete,

nonlinear, time-domain simulation of craft rigid-body motion in 6-DOF.

(5) Model Tests -

Limits set as in 4a bove but with motions determined from sub-scale model

tests of complete craft.

(6) Full-Scale Test , Trials -

Limits set as in 4aabove but with motions determined from full-scale tests.

....
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lh i '- i-, dtel iied as the. rate of change of roll or pi tcht restoring moment with
r'espect to a change in ship angle ol heel or trim. In classical naval architec-
t Lre t erms it is determi ned by the transverse or longitudinal metacentric height
k(M) aIS (c1lculated or measured in calm water for a small (+ 20 or so) change
inl hoel or trim abtout the still-water equilbrium condition. For displacement
shiips minimum acceptable values of GM are usually quoted in conjunction with
a statement defining the minimum acceptable freeboard.

For SES or ACVs, in the non-displacement mode, recommended minimum acceptable
lVees Of initial stiffness are usually quoted in terms of the percentage
shift in the center of cushion pressure per degree change in pitch or roll.
See chapter 3.4.1 for definition and relationship to GM.

Acceptable stiffness values have historically been assessed from practical
full-scale operational experience. For displacement craft, values have been

based on the statistical analysis of casualty records ; see Figure 6-1 for
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FIGURE 6-1 MODEL EXPERIMENTS WITH SIDE TRAWLER SURVIVAL IN
BEAM SEAS: BEAUFORT FORCE 6, FROM MORRALL MAR 75.
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exampIci. For dynamicallv supported craft very little such background is
avai lal. It is known, however, that for most high-speed craft the longi-
tudinal and transverse stiffness can vary considerably with change in forward
spe.Cd. Th1, stiffness of most hydrofoil and planing craft will generally
increase with increase in forward speed, although for some round-bilged
planing craft the oppw Sit c is true. For the ACV and SES a reduction in
stiffness is normally experienced with increased speed, particularly in the
case of longitudinal stiffness in the bow-down condition. Any standard which
includes a rcquirmcnt for niniuwim acceptable stiffness must therefore clearly
specify the conditions under which it applies.

6.1.2 Minimum AccepJtablv Restoring Moments

The concept of specifying a minimum acceptable restoring moment (or righting
arm) for inclinations in pitch and roll in conjunction with a minimum corres-
ponding inclination angle ( ) at which this occurs has been incorporated
in several stability standards for displacement ships, (see Chapter 3.1 and
Figure 6-2). The minimum acceptable restoring moment (or righting arm) is
usually assessed to be a specified percentage greater than the sum of a
certain combination of destabilizing moments (see Chapter 4.1).

f fqT'-r-,IGHTING ARM* I
RIGHTING-

ARM

-2 O 40 50 60 70 80

ANGLE OF INCLINATION, DEGREES

FIGURE 6-2. ILLUSTRATION OF MAX RIGHTING ARM AND CORRESPONDING INCLINATION

ANGLE.

This assessment of adequate stazbility is usually made relatively simple by
considering only calm-water conditions. However, BOEING MAR 77 have extended
this approach for fully-submerged hydrofoil craft by including the destabi-
lizing moment induced by a number of so called "design" beam-sea conditions.
(see Chapter 3.2.2E). From this they are able to assess the level of roll-
control authority required of the foil ailerons (and the rudder, if roll-to-
steer control is provided). Figures 3-5 and 3-6 illustrate two typical
"design" cases and Figure 3-7 Is an example result of a calculation for a
hypothetical craft. A similar concept could be applied to an SES. For an
ACV, both beam-sea and beam-on (90° sideslip) motion in calm water could be
considered as sufficiently realistic conditions for the application of this
approach.
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[bhus, to ensure against capsizing the approach suggests that the
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Tihe mot ion ol a sit ilp, hence Its stab I If t V , depLnds oi hydrodynamic and aero-

dynamic .orcCs and moments Imposed on th. ship as a result ol its motion and

of the deilection ol control stirfaces and of other control devics such as

thrusters. In addition the velocity ol the wind and the motion ol waves on

the sea sur tlce influence the system of forces to which the ship is subjected. 

Analysis of the ship's motion must ideally recognize the six degrees of freedom

of the hull as a rigid body in space. Additional degrees of freedom are

introduced by the control deflections and also by control command devices

(steering wheel, roll-control lever, etc.) and perhaps by other intermediate

variables within an automatic, servo-control system. In general a description

of the total dynamical system requires as many equations as there are degrees

of freedom. Some may be as simple as

z = ax + by

where a and b are constants to be adjusted to optimize some particular measure

of performance. Others will be more complex.

The simplest form of the equations of mnution is obtained with body axes

coincident with the principal axes of inertia, and the origin at the center of

mass CG. (See Figure 6-4) For this case the equations are

X = m[6 + qw - rv]

Y = m[P + ru - pw]

Z = m[%, + pv - qu]

K = Ixt + (IZ - ly)qr

M = ly4 + (I x - Iz)rp

N = izi + (ly - lx)pq

where the symbols are illustrated and defined in Figures 6-4 and 6-5. The

first three equations are simply the representation in body axes of the

fundamental Newtonian Pquation, F = ma where F is the force, m is the mass

and a the acceleration of a body. The expressions within brackets on the right

hand sides are the components of the acceleration of the body in the body axis

directions.

The last three, known as Euler's equations, express the moments about the x, v

and z body axes. The expressions on the right hand side are complete only if

the body axes are principal axes of inertia. For most ships no serious error

results if the x axis is chosen parallel to the designer's baseline, y normal

to the central plane of symmetry and z normal to x and y.
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FIGURE 6-4. DEFINITION OF AXIS SYSTEM.
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y-axis

Z-axis

V -- velocity of origin of body axes
relative to fluid

u,vw -- components of V in body axes

p,q.r -- componens in the the body axes of the

angular velocity of the vehicle
a --The asE le of attack; the angle to the

longitudinal body axis from the projection into
the principal p~ane of symmetry of the velocity
of the origin of the body axes relative to the
fluid, positive in the positive sense of

- rotation about the y-axis.
8 -The drift or sideslip angle; the angle to the

principal plane of symmetry from the velocity
of the origin of the body axes relative to
the fluid, positive in the positive sense of
rotation about the z-axis.

D0--drag, oppositc to V along line of V
L --lift, In x-s plane normal to V, pusitive upward
C -- cross force, normal to V and L, positive to

starboard.

FIGURE 6-5. VELOCITY AND FORCE RELATIONSHIPS.

This definition of the lift, L, is consistent with the conventions followed
in aircraft and submarine stability and control literature. The term lift
is much used, however, in a looser sense to mean:

A force in the z body axis direction

* A vertical force

* A force normal to a wing or foil

* A force normal to a rudder or sir ,t

Some freedom of usage appears jostified for the sake of brevity and is
employed in thisdocument when clarity ot meaning is not sacrificed.
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Ih h itgIi , or drat. The Tfol owing relations ermi t tie Tt, _ eesary change of
va r iab I e i the eq t i olis o mot ion.

p - SIN ti

S= ,,COS j SIN ¢ + 0 COS ¢

* r = COS 0 COS p - b SiN ,

In addit ion the vert ical velocity of tile origin of body ax,,-, ,tsumed to be at
tile center of gravity, is

'(; I u SLN 0 - v COS 0 SIN 4, - w C(- H COS

and tiis relation can be used to eliminate w from tlh, equat i ci- of motion.

Atter these substitutions the kinematic variables becerle 1, v, zOG , and
> (or r).* Before a solution can be attempted it is necessary t:o express the
forces and moments in terms of these variables. We are thus led to consider
the matrix of the type shown for a hydrofoil craft in Figure 6-6. Each force
(or moment) component depends, to a greater or lesser degree., on each of the
kinematic variables. In most cases the strongest dependence will be repres u'.-
ed by elements along the principal diagonal. Thus, for example, the greatest
variation** in the normal, or z, force will result from a change in height of
the craft, zOG. We have, therefore, placed a (1) in the principal diagonal
elements to indicate this primacy.

Since , appears only in the derivati.ve form, u, it can be replaced by r in the

eqt to ll , I it i o ni .

We it ,tc rilo.d, il the tirst place, with dekvitio!s I f the ,not ion from a
-,i.v ut tIi lht path witt i constant Spe"d, V , constant at sma 1 1 itch and constant

tel ght inl with t, r and v all zero. Then the ruo.ili 'nt Force 4nd moment components

de.viate corresponidingly from zero.
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FORCE AND MOMENTS

DEGREE OF FREEDOM VARIABLE X I M Z N K Y

SURGE u 0
PITCH80 0
HEAVE z OG 000GD
YAW r or 0C

*1 ROLL 0
SIDESLIP v ~ ~

RUDDER 6

TRIM TABS 6

FORWARD FLAP 6f 0
AFTER FLAP 0 0
AILERON 61 0
THRUSTER00

FIGURE 6-6.

There are, moreover, a number of cross-couplings which are especially important
for stability. One may cite the yawing moment and the rolling moment due to
sideslip. These have been designated by a (2) in the matrix.

Other cross coupling effects occur which are of lesser importance and are
designated by a (3) in the matrix. It must be appreciated that the strength
of the various cross couplings is characteristically different for ships with
different types of dynamic support.

What is conspicuously absent is any strong cross coupling between the longitudinal
motion components, surge, pitch and heave, and the lateral force and rolling
and yawing moments. Correspondingly roll and yaw and sideslip are not
significantly coupled with longitudinal and normal forces and pitching moment.
It is therefore usual to separate the six equations of motion into two groups
of three and to treat separately the longitudinal and lateral motions and
the related stabilities. This procedure must be applied with caution, however,
for there are influences which it is not possible to illustrate on the simple
matrix of Figure 6-6. For example, the relation between sideslip and yawing
moment is characteristically influenced by the pitch trim. Thus a
ship which is stable in yaw in normal trim may be dangerously unstable in a
bow down pitch attitude.
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All ships will he fitted with a rudder and some may have other control surfaces
or thrust vectoring devices, for example. Some of these devices may produce
forces and moments other than those for which they are primarily intended.
Trhus an auxiliary matrix has been added to Figure 6-6 Lo indicate the possible
cross couplings which may occur.

Tho Preceding discussion has been related to Lte problem of expressing the
forces and moments mathematically in termis of the kinematic variables so that
solution of the equations of motion can be undertaken. What is sought is a

representation of the form

Z = z (U, v, Z OG' 0, *, r, 6r- 6f, etc.)

for the normal force, for example. in classical stability studies consideration
is limited to small deviations from steady, straight line motion or, perhaps,
from steady turning motion. Under these circumstances linear approximations
to the force functions suffice. The right hand sides of the equations of motion
are also linearized by ignoring terms such as the qw and rv in the equation
for X which are an order of magnitude smaller than Ci if the motions are small.
The equations of motion are thus reduced to linear partial diffential. equations
whose solution can be obtained by algebraic methods. The solutions are in the
form

:o= 61 e : +::2e 0t--- -- -- --- 6e G6t OK e a Kt

for the pthnmoinfoexplif the controls are held fixed and no wave

The tablit ismeasured by the exponential factors, oi , which must be
negative, or have a negative real part if complex, if the motion is to be
stable. A positive ai results in a motion which grows exponentially with
time and represents an evident instability. Stability in all of the modes
of motion within the linear range, or at most slowly growing unstable modes,
is a requisite for satisfactory ship operation.

S IMULAT ION

If there are appended to the equations of motion terms representing a prescribed
time history of rudder movement, for example, or the action of prescribed sea
waves, then solutions of the equations of motion can be obtained, by classical
methods, for the controlled or disturbed motions if they are small. It is to
be expected, however, that wrider severe sea conditions, or when executing a
collision avoidance maneuver, the motions will exceed the range of validity
of the linear approximations described above. More extensive description of

Each value of a defines a mode. Terms with the same expontlal factors appear
in all the kinematic variables, in general, though some may be missing if
appropriate force/motion cross couplings are missing, as discussed previously.

It is not uncommon for a ship to have a slightly unstable mode which affects
primarily the yaw angle and sideslip, hence the course keeping. If the motion
grows slowly enough it is not troublesome to the helmsman who must, in any
event, make occasional helm movements to counter the effects of wave disturbances.
If automatic steering is provided, by reference to the gyro compass, then an
additional degree of freedom is added and an additional mode of motion appears.
Both the yaw/s ideslip mode and the new, rudder angle mode must be stable under
automatic steering.
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the force/motion relations is required, frequently involving significant
non-linearities. It can quickly become very difficult, if not impossible, to
solve the equations of motion by analytical methods. Recourse has been had,
therefore, to simulation techniques employing either analog or digital
computers. By the use of automatic plotters a time history of the motion is
obtained for prescribed initial conditions, maneuver commands and for certain
types of wavL disturbanctes. The greatest difficulty, in fact, is the specifi-
cation and description of the force/motion relationships for the extreme motions
which are of the greatest concern for ship safety.

The development of a mathematical simulation must therefore involve at least
the following five steps:

(i) Select rational assumptions.
(ii) Formulate equations.
(iii) Understand the capabilities and the limitations of the simulation.
(iv) Establish methods of assessing stability.
(v) Apply the approach to practical problems.

To the naval architect the concept of stability can have only one physical
interpretation, ie. will the craft capsize or subject the crew and passengers
to dangerous motions, or not. In mathematical terms the words "stable" and
"unstable" are used to describe the trajectory behavior of the craft. The
motion of the craft is considered stable provided the amplitudes, rates

or accelerations remain within specified limits otherwise the motion is
considered to be unstable.

Mathematical simulations which can describe the time-domain non-linearities
in all its six degrees of rigid body motion have been developed by most
commercial business companies involved in the design and construction of
high performance craft. The result, despite the advances in digital and
analog computer technology, is a tool which is not only difficult and
expensive to use, but it is also very difficult to validate.

In the SES program much success has been achieved in using reduced degree
of freedom (D.O.F.) simulations. An example result of a 5-D.O.F simulation
(ROHR 31 AUG 78) is shown in Figure 6-7. The established safe limits of
craft roll and sideslip angle are shown as an envelope at the top of Figure
6-7. Within this safe envelope (which varies with craft forward speed)
the response in roll and sideslip of the craft at 75 knots to inadvertent
action of a thrust reverser is shown. The corresponding time history of
sideslip angle, roll and trim is shown at the bottom of the figure.

The stability criteria in this case requires the ship to be controllable
subsequent to any control mishandling or failure. Because the ship has been
shown to be stable over the range of available model test data, the require-
ment is considered satisfied if the simulated controlled response of the
ship does not allow motion to exceed 75 percent of the range of available
test data. This is explained further in Subchapter 3.3.3.
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FIGURE 6-7. SES RESPONSE TO ASSYMETRIC REVERSE THRUST WITH SUBSEQUENT

CORRECTIVE ACTION. (ROHR 31 AUG 78)
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6.1.5 Model Tests

Subscale model testing has become one of the most powerful tools of the
designers of high-performance craft. Often, the most realistic and
convenient way to determine stability during design is to built a radio-
controlled model and perform the same (or in fact more demanding)tests as
would be described for the full-scale craft. In case of instability the
worst that can happen is a damaged model. By changing design parameters and
repeating the test series the stability can be studied and improved. With a
good understanding of the design and much experience this method will lead
to good results as has been found with the development of most British
hovercraft. But, there are also disadvantages with this method. Anyone
who has ever built an SES or ACV scale model, for example, knows how
difficult it is to get the right stiffness, weight, weight distribution,
air distribution and location of the center of gravity etc. It often happens
that one does not have a good understanding of the concept of a design nor
experience in what happens when parameters are changed. Moreover, sometimes
it is very difficult to gain insight into the causes of stability or instabi-
lity and also the importance and the influence of scale effects, when using
such methods. Any consideration of model testing must deal with the subject
of scaling at an early stage since correct scaling is clearly vital to the
achievement of sufficient accuracy in full-scale predictions.

Since the model is subjected to the same gravitational constant as the full-
scale craft, it is necessary to scale model parameters so that the ratio of
inertial forces to gravitational forces is equal for both. This ratio is
termed the Froude Number and is equal to the, non-dimensional value of V 14iT
where V is the ship speed, L the Length, and g the gravitational constant.
Simple dimensional analysis shows the relationship of other parameters in
terms of the linear scale factor X.

The imperfections in model test arise from physical limitations of the
models and the representation of operating conditions. A suimary of the ideal
scale factors and of the achievable representations of the most significant
parameters for an SES or ACV is given in Table 6-1.

It is important to note, however, that the U.K. Air Registration Board (ARB),
of the Civial Aviation Authority (CAA), have recommended in their report,
CAA JUN 75, that any ACV or SES design process and regulatory authority
acceptance process, must include model testing as a support to any theoretical
analyses. They point out that in the U.K. the amount of model testing carried
out to date for the purpose of craft certification has depended to a large
extent on the facilities and expertise of the manufacturer. It has been shown
that model tests will result in a reduction of full-scale trials and an
increase in confidence of the results therefrom. The type of model tests
currently employed in the U.K. are briefly described below, (CAA JUN 75).
Specifically recommended tests were identified in Chapter 3.4.2.
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TABLE 6-1. LIMITATIONS IN SCALING MODEL DATA.

SCALE FACTOR

P, K~vl~r~ftIDEALI ACHIEVEDCASANL. IoV;CO1, hIG

,!iAtarsttce Length Mnutacturinit iueran~em at smaill ,.alv limit accuracy of representa-
tion. For example the geomery ot tie 9*6ls is likely to be 5Z in error.

Area Errors in the juat geometry give ties to errors In uohlon arms. A 51
error In both length and breadth maes a 102 error in area.

Mass or Weight * ' Mass and weight can be scaled precisely but with increasing difficulty
as the scals of the model becomes small.

Momnt-of-Inertia 45 Inertia can ba "*dled precisely if the full-scale value is knowe with
accuracy. This is not generally the case for development tests before
the craft is built.

MOuDEL OPELATI~t; for teste with a restrained model.onLy an operating point on the fa
CHARACTERISTICS curve need be represented. This can be achieved with accuracy If

Lift System Fdn Slope %-. means o f measurement and adjustment are provided. For dynamic tests
the , 'plete Lift system should be modeled. However. flows are subject
to fteyizold's Number effects and often a correctly scaled characteristic
can only be achieved by utiliting nion-scaled components. Theta is sign
difficulty in accurately characterizing a complex distribution system.
particulary when there are complex interaction. with the sueppils to
the seals.

Cushion Pressure The gage value of cushion pressure can be correctly scaled as this
depends primarily upon the %od-41 weight and cuhioa aea.

Stitffess Where structural effects are Significnt.. such as in flexible seals.
(Young's )iodulum of Iutilizing the sane basic aterials at model scale as full scale eiars..e,

)laterials) sent. the deformations and load*. Modifyimg materia thIckness to
compensate then nisrtpreeencs inertia and strenlth.

MIODEL TEST COfdT"Tiof

Atmospheric Pressure A i Ideally. etmoapheric preurs should be scaled while retainimg a
constant value of density. This io impossible. This misrepresents the

I compressibility effects of the lift *yat ma and particularly the cuebiom
and effects the dynamic reaponse In a complex manner. To overcome thie
problem, a cushion characteristic synthesizer could be developed. To
predict full~scele motions, mathematical models can Include the effect
but the mathematical representation must be proven throughu moel teat

crelation.

Sea State RaB~ndom soes can be generated that have spectre .:orresponding to mths-
(Wave Length and Height~i I mathically describe4$ Aeas such an the Piormoo-Moskowitt. However. the

se"n havepa uniform transese shape (lungl created waves) which is not
a rue representatiott of real sea.. A stationary or moving point

spectra doss not completely describe the surface of a sea and. theref ore.
the accuracy of the representation c;annot be ronfirmod.

MEASURED
CHARACTERISTICS IMeasurements of drag are subject to the snorm. introduced directly or

indirectly, by not stating the environment of the teat such 4@ etmePhaf-
Force ic pressure. Other errors are due to non-scaled viscosity. (Reynold's
(Drag, Lift, Sideforce, Number) non-scale surface tension (Weber's Number) non-scaled pressures

tic I Cavitatton Number) which affect both aerodynamic and hydrodyami~c
components of force. other errors are introduced due to Interference
of the towing rig. channel width and channel depth. Also, the reecraince
applied to the model. These errors are in addition to the orrnrsdue
to the limitations of instrumentation,

Stitkneas(Pith and -, These ate modified as discussed above, if supply and other thaectorie-
Roll) tics are nor properly represented. It is difficult to assess the error

iiifnesf~eve) ~ ,.as stiffness is a function of mnany variables including operating
StInsoHao conditions such iSs peed a% well as configuration.

tlaepingq(Pitch end Roil) *"s These are also modified an disua.d Ah',ve snd the errors are even more
difficult to estimate as marv praroters are invoived in a very complex

Domping(Heevc .) i manner that determine dynamic response.
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A. Model Testing of Amphibious ACVs.

The dynamic model test procedures have comprised: -

(a) Towing tank tests with the model free to roll and towed beam-on
at various constant speeds, in calm water, still air with the
destabilizing roll moment required to capsize determined.

(b) As (a), but in waves.

(c) As (a), but with the model freely decelerating from an initial
speed and with simulated following winds of various constant strengths.

(d) Towing tank tests with the model free-to-surge (or sway) in large, steep,
beam waves, and with freedom in pitch, roll and heave. Tests cover
both fixed yaw and free-to-yaw conditions.

(e) Towing tank tests with the model free to pitch and towed straight
ahead, initially over calm water but encountering at least three
short steep waves to initiate a plow-in and establish plow-in boundaries.

(f) Free flight, radio-controlled operation over a range of weather
conditions. This type of test has revealed several stability problems
which if not corrected in the design would have caused serious problems
at full scale.

(g) Displacement mode, wallowing tests in steep, beam waves to determine
resonant conditions and capsize boundaries.

In (a) to (d) leading-side-down ballast shift has been used to cause adverse
roll. In (d) and (f) adverse control applications have been simulated,
including dynamic ballast shift, lift-fan speed change and control operations
at critical moments with respect to craft alignment on waves.

Investigations of types (d), (f) and (g), together with theoretical
representations, have examined the overturn situation in waves. These
have led to handling instructions to avoid incorrect craft orientation and
adverse control operation; geometric features have also been explored in
relation to behaviour at large roll angles.

Investigations of type (e) have examined the effect of varying trim angle
and CG position.

An additional test technique used at Loughborough University consists of
towing polystyrene models of craft cross-sections over a water tank.
Although no air cushion was represented it was hoped that useful comparative
results on the hard structure planing capabilities would become available.

B. Model Testing of Rigid Sidehull SES.

The ARB Committee considered that a model test program should include, as
a minimum, wallowing tests and the investigation of capsizing boundaries
in calm and rough water. They recommended the test program discussed
in Chapter 3.4.2 as the minimum desirable which would help to establish
valuable information on the capsizing boundaries.
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C. ARB (Cntral Comments on Model Tests.

The ANIJ sLrongly advised ACV and SES model testing as a means of exploring
the acceptability of a particular craft/skirt design, since tests could
be continued right up to limiting conditions in terms of plow-in, tuck-
under and even actual overturn. Such tests could then provide guidance
in setting the limits to be explored on the full-scale craft.

If the models are to be sufficiently representative, they should be
dynamically similar in all respects to their full scale counterparts.
This requires them to be made of special light-weight materials for both
structure and skirts, and to have correct weight distributions. Typical
dynamic models are constructed to the largest practical scale consistent
with use in available towing tanks, wind tunnels and for 'free flight'
operation. In the latter role they are equipped with gasoline engines and
have remote radio links to all the craft controls. In this respect they
can be flown in a range of locations (sheltered lake, river or offshore)
and mis-application of controls can be simulated. Models for this purpose,
which can carry motion-recording equipment, are typically 10 ft to 12 ft
long, and weigh approximately 300 lb.

Even with such large models some slight non-representativeness is accepted
due to skirt material stiffness and weight-scaling problems. However,
correlation between model-and full-scale behaviour with regard to static
stiffness and dynamic motion behaviour has been sufficiently well establish-
ed for models to be regarded as a basic design tool. Apart from the safety
study tests, such models are used to assess basic speed performance and
motion behaviour during the development of new craft and new skirt configura-
tions.

D. U.S. Activities.

In the U.S. considerable ACV and SES model testing has been accomplished
in support of the U.S. Navy's SES, Amphibious Assault Landing Craft and
Arctic Air-Cushion Vehicle Programs. Much hydrofoil and planing craft
model testing has also been accomplished under the direction of the U.S.
Navy's David Taylor Naval Research and Development Center. The types of
testing accomplished are summarized below:

Towing Basin Captive Model Tests

* Straight runs at controlled speed

• Model free in pitch, heave and roll (sometimes free in surge in waves)

* Stiffness data and plow-in boundaries obtainable

* Head seas only (sometimes following seas)

* Planfr motion mechanism (PMM) (to derive stability derivatives)

Rotating Arm Captive Model Tests

" Maneuvering tests

" Stability derivatives
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Maneuver tn and Scakeepin Basin

Rcadio-controllod, fre-ruuning modo is

* Aty heiadi uge to the sca Is possibje

* Multi-dirv,-t ional waves can be formed

* Plow-in and capsize boundaries explored at minimum risk.

Water Tunnels

. Controlled atmospheric pressure

. Cavitation tests (effect o control surfaces at angles of yaw)

Open Water Tests

. Realistic but uncontrollable seas

. Use of large (manned) models possible

. Plow-in boundaries explored at minimum risk

Special Purpose Facilities

Ditching tanks (to test controlled impacts for SES and ACV's, etc.)

These tests have provided the basis for the simulation and criteria development

work described in BOEING MAR 77 for hydrofoil craft and in ROHR 31 AUG 78 for

the SES. Some results of the plow-in boundary testing which supported the

AALC program (BLA JUL 79) were discussed in Subchapter 3.4.2.

Of the types of model tests which have been used for intact-stability evalua-

tion the following are considered to be the most meaningful for the eventual

development of stability standards or for judging craft acceptance for a

particular type of operation.

1. Calm and rough water plow-in boundary determination using a free-flight
model for which forward speed,c.g. location, model weight and cushion

air flow rate is systematically varied.

2. Beam-on (900 sideslip) towing at various sway speeds,c.g. conditions and

cushion air flow rates to determine the destabilizing moments required

to cause skirt tuck-under and capsize in calm water and beam waves.

3. Tests off-and on-cushion when wallowing and when traveling beam-on in
following steep beam seas and simulated gusts to determine the environmental

and craft operating conditions required to cause a capsize.

In each case, possible differences between the model-and full-scale craft and

environmental conditions must be well understood and corrections applied if

necessary. Possible differences in model and full-scale plow-in boundaries,

for example, must be recognized as was previously discussed in Chapter 3.4.2

and illustrated in Figure 3-26.
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It I dialtattecmecacetfctoofaynwtype of dynamically

suportd caf beth(- ul)O~t Offul-salecetifcatontrials. This should
alsoappy t exstig dsigs weremodfictios afecingcraft safety have

beenmad. Popoed MCO equremntsforcertification,including equivalents
and xemtios~ae ientfie inSubchapters 1.6 through 1.8 of IMCO 14 NOV 77.

Although full scale trials are not defined as a mandatory requirement in the
IMCO proposal, certification Is left up to the appropriate regulatory agency.

At least one representative craft of a new type should be tested before
certification, to ensure that it is safe when handled according to the craft's
Official Operating Manual. Ideally this should be accomplished for craft and
environmental conditions up to and slightly beyond the design conditions for
which thre craft is to be certified.

CAA JUN 75, in their discussion of ACV and SES stability, point out that
"the most serious omission at this stage of hovercraft development is that it
has riot been physically possible to test for the capsizing boundaries during
full-scale trials. This Is a fairly serious drawback as although a craft can
be demonstrated to be safe within the normal operating conditions, this is no
guarantee that it will be free from capsizing under slightly 'off-peak'
conditions. Reduction of lift-fan speed is the obvious example which keeps
recurring throughout the capsize experience. Without being able to establish
the boundary, the margin of safety available cannot be known; nor can it be
known if, under certain circumstances, a margin exists at all."

"Under ideal circumstances it should be possible to probe the capsize boundary
as a means of establishing safe operating limits. This is only possible if a
suitable margin exists between the warning of this boundary and the actual
capsize. Reference to films of free-flight model tests and experience with
some small craft show that the capsize, when it occurs, is very sudden on some
types. This is unacceptable and a margin, as yet undefined, should exist
between skirt tuck-under and eventual capsize. The CAA Committee considers
therefore that a form of safety check procedure should be developed, based on
the background available from all sources. It has been suggested that in order
to avoid full overturns, some inflated bolster arrangements night be considered
for the smaller craft. Many runabout designs are small enough to be tested
beam-on in available towing tanks although special pow 'ring arrangments may
be required."

"For craft which are comprehensively model tested a method does exist of checking
the capsizing boundary during full-scale trials. For example, tuck-under
boundaries can be established for forward and beam-on motion during model capsize
tests and minimum fan speeds established for each case. The forward tuck-under
boundary can then be checked full scale (assuming freedom from longitudinal
capsize) which would give some idea of the degree of confidence to be placed
in a more critical beam-on case. Where the advantage of model tests is not
available, a similar approach may be useful but bigger margins would need to
be applied."
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With full recognition of the above nitntioned difficulties the following types
of tests are recommended as a means of judging craft acceptability. Thle tests
are listed in a gencral sequence of increasing risk to help ensure safe
envelope expansion during the trials program.

A. Pitch and Roll Stiffness

This is equivalent to the classical displacement ship inclining experiment.
* For amphibious ACVs the test would first be conducted on-cushion, over

level-land. The craft at design weight and cushion flow rate, would be
tethered and pitch and roll angles measured for various combinations of
off-set transverse and longitudinal C.G. locations encompassing conditions
just beyond the range expected during actual operation. Results would
be compared with the manufacturer's predictions and prior experience.(See
Subchapters 3.4.1 and 6.1.1) The behavior during transition from off- to
on-cushion and on-cushion to off-cushion should also be checked from a
safety consideration. The measurement of heave stiffness is considered
unnecessary. Similarly, the stability in the displacement mode, in still
water at zero forward speed, should be checked for all classes of craft.
Alternatively, the assessment of adequacy in this condition can be based
on the manufacturer's calculations. This approach has often been adopted

for ACVs since its raft-like buoyant structure is invariably very amenable
to analytic treatment. This is not always the case with the hull of an
SES, planing craft or hydrofoil craft in which case full scale verification
tests should be conducted. Note that some planing craft are extremely
tender in roll at zero forward speed. Note also that for large displacement
ships, inclining experiments are conducted principally for the purpose of
determining the height of the C.G. since this is more difficult to predict
than the center of buoyancy and metacenter.

B. Craft Handling Qualities

The ability to safely maneuver a craft in close quarters and during turning
maneuvers at low and high speeds should be evaluated. Particular attention
should be given to the level of control authority available and any
tendencies that this might have on craft unstable behavior. For amphibious
ACVs,maneuvering trials should commence at low speed over level land. For
all craftthe transition from the displacement mode to the dynamically
supported mode should be checked. In the dynamically supported mode any
tendencies for the craft to roll-out during turning maneuvers should be
evaluated. Craft yaw response to yaw-control inputs should be evaluated
and the general work-load of the helmsman during turns in calm and rough
water assessed.

C. Ditching Tests

Stability in transition from the dynamically supported mode to the displace-
ment should be checked for all craft. Tests should proceed from low to
high speed. Ditching tests should be conducted at speeds up to and just
beyond those ditching speeds for which the craft is to be certified.
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D . Plow-in lests - ACV and S:S

houndari ., of combined Iorward sp,,ed, c. ;. Ioyation aud c ushion air flow
r at, shonld bC e, 1t dlished for the inception of leading skirt tuck--under
.411d tOr .11) eVnltual plow- in. Skirt tuck-undcr inceptton is typically

charatccer ized by a pitch-down following what craft operators refer to

us a skirt nlibblillg (deceleration) sensation (i-e. some forwarning of
a p Low- in is usually present) . The ability of the, helmsman to arrest

a pitch-down and prevent (or reduce the severity of) a plow-in, using

appropriate control action, should be assessed. Pitch angles and cushion

pressure differentials should be measured during each test. Permissable

operating boundaries should be accepted or adjusted as a result of such

t ests.

The ability to tolerate the design range of e.g. travel at speeds up to

design speed without unstable tendencies (such as porpoising) should be

checked for nlaning and hydrofoil craft. 4

E. Surf and Water to Land Transition- ACV

Craft pitch, roll and directional stability during surf operation and
during transition from water to land (and land to water) should be

evaluated. Particular attention should be given to the available

directional control authority to prevent a broach.-to in critical surf

conditions. Tests should be performed at various forward speeds relative

to the surf approach speed and also at various headings to the surf line.

F. Sea Trials

Sea trials should be conductedin the most severe sea conditions available

during the trials period, up to (and just beyond) conditions for which

the craft Is to be certified. Tests should include wallowing at low

speed in beam and quartering seas. Particular attention should be given

to the measurement of severity and frequency of bottom slamming and the

extremes of angular excursions and accelerations of the craft. rests in

the light and overload displacement condition should also bo con-sidered.

G. Simulated Failure Trials

The effect on craft stability of simulated system failures and control

mishandling should be evaluated for representative operating conditions.

The failures selec,-ed for demonstration should, ii general , he those

which iare expected to result in the largest ntaions to passengers and

crew or the highest loads on the structure without endangering tht safety

of personnel on board during the test. The time historie. kit craft

angular excursions during each test should be recorded and compared to

previously established safe boundaries similar to the envelopes discussed

and presented in Chapter 3.3.3(Figure 3-22) and Chapter 6.1.4(Figure 6-7).

Spocific tests to which the Boeing Jetfoil was succes3sfully subjected durin

its certification trials are listed as follows:
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Regulatory Agency Simulated Failuze Trials
(SHULTZ 75)

FOILBORNE - Rated Power - Straight Running
Forward Flaps Full Up and Full Down
Forward Strut Hard Over
Aft Outboard Flap Full Down
Aft Inboard Flap Full Down

Single Hydraulic System Failure
Single and Dual Height Sensor Failures

Gyro Synchro Failure
ACS Primary Power Failure
ACS Total Power Failure

FOILBORNE - Rated Power - Max. Rate Turn
Aft Outboard Flap Full Up

Forward Flaps Full Down

HULLBORNE - Normal Running

Single Engine Operation
Single Hydraulic System Operation
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6.2 A'PI.I CABI. ITY OF APPROACH

The six categories of approach to judging the stability uf a dynamically
s;upported craft are defined in the previous subchapter and arc summarized
ill Table 0-2 The first three approaches require relatively simplistic
,anavI si,; tchnlques since only static behavior is considered. The accuracy
to which analytic methods will allow the prediction of these static character-
istics can In most cases be considered relatively good. Some full-scale
or model-scale verification of the results should,however,be made available.
Approaches 4a ane 4b can involve fairly sophisticated, computer-aided analysis.
Results of such an approach must be verified using experimental data. The

last two approaches (5 and 6) require testing facilities and time for planning,
conducting and analyzing the results obtained. This list of approaches,
1 through 6, are arranged generally in increasing order of time and manpower
required to implement which also corresponds, generally, to the order in which
confidence can be placed in the results. Judging overall stability on the

basis of initial stiffness (item 1) would be relatively inexpensive but very
questionable in terms of providing assurance that the craft could operate
safely. Conversely, the conduct of full-scale trials is unquestionably
expensive, but would, with some exceptions, provide the most reliable results.
As mentioned previously, a regulatory agency would, in any event, require some

type of full-scale certification trial.

TABLE 6-2. APPLICABILITY OF APPROACH TO THE FORMULATION OF

STABILITY STANDARDS.

STANDARD FOR.MILATION APPROACH

1. KIN ACCEPTABLE INITIAL STIFFNESS --

2. M'IN ACCEPTA BLE RESTORING MO0MENTS

3. MIN ACCEPTABLE ENERGY AREA RATIOS

4a. ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT & RATE LIMITS,
USING REDUCED D.O.F. SIMULATION___ _

4b. ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT & RATE LIMITS
U';ING FULL 6 D,O.F. SIMULAT10N _v _

il I

5. MODEL TESTS

CA E TSS_'

unapplicable, . i-_--.
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In Subchapter 4.2, the types of instability and corresponding hazards to which
dynamically supported craft can be subjected, are defined. These are also
listed in Table 6-2 along with the specific types of craft to which they apply.
For each type of instability, Table 6-2 indicates (by a check mark) which of
the six approaches to standard formulation would be applicable. The rationale
for selection and applicability to the various craft types is given as follows:

6.2.1 Plow-In, Type A

This type of instability is pertinent to SES and ACVs. Because of the nonlinear
behavior of restoring moments during a plow-in, criteria based on linear stiff-
ness (item 1) or a single minimum acceptable restoring moment, (item 2) cannot
be considered adequate.

Although an SES or ACV plow-in is decidedly dynamic in nature, it is believed
that adequate standards can be developed on the basis of the ratio of areas
under and between the static stabilizing and destabilizing moment curves
(approach item 3) which exist at design forward speed.

Some consideration should, however, be given to the dynamic simulation approach
4a, in which at least the surge and pitch degrees of freedom are included. This
would involve, principally, the time dependent force/deflection behavior of the
bow skirt or seal. Some work in this direction has already been fairly
successful as described in BLA OCT 77. A full 6 degree-of-freedom simulation
of plow-in (approach 4b) is considered to be excessively expensive to develop
and validate.

Model testing is the current ,almost standard,approach used for plow-in
assessment. It is a viable approach, although expensive and requires support
from corresponding full scale experience to permit reliable full scale
interpretation.

The identification of plow-in boundaries from full-scale tests is the ultimate
approach. To rely exclusively on this approach without support from model
testing or mathematical analysis would however be economically prohibitive
and would provide no help during the design process. As noted earlier, craft
certification does require some full-scale demonstration, but this can be
significantly minimized with the aid of prior analytic and model test support.

6.2.2 Porpoising. Type B

An adequate theoretical approach to the prediction of porpoising of planing
craft is fairly complex. It cannot be assessed on the basis of the static
considerations implicit in the approaches listed 1 through 3. There has been
some success with the theoretical prediction of porpoising as discussed
earlier. These have involved at least the pitch and heave degrees of freedom.
Approach 4a is therefore considered viable, whereas, approach 4b can be
regarded as being unnecessarily expensive.

The present day standard approach is to rely heavily on model testing, item 5
(see DU CANE 12). Full scale testing (approach 6) is again the ultimate proof,
but cannot help the design process.
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'lIis tvpt' of Iistab ilIty is considured prtInent only to very-high-speed
planing c raft. Although an approach to stability assessment using initial
pitch ,titincss inforntion is considered inadequate, an assessment of the
total pitching moment balance at a particular trim and the selection of an
acceptable maximum restoring moment is, perhaps, all that is necessary.
The application of minimum acceptable area ratios for stabilizing and
destabilizing moments may well be worth investigating further but is presently
considered inappropriate.

The application of a limited dynamic simulation (approach 4a), in which
acceptance is judged on the basis of motion within given limits, is considered
viable. The inclusion of degrees of rigidbody motion beyond pitch (and
perhaps heave) is regarded as being unnecessarily complex, and therefore approach
4b has been discarded.

The standard approach used for Aero-Pitch-Up assessment is to rely on model
testing (approach 5). The wind tunnel is, of course, the ideal tool to employ,
to supplement the towing tank, in this regard. The risk of testing Aero-Pitch-
Up instability at full scale is considered to be too great.

6.2.4 Pitch-Pole, Type E

The least complex approach to developing standards for judging Pitch-Pole
instability of planing craft is considered to be in the derivation of a
minimum acceptable restoring moment/destabilizing moment energy area ratio
as described for approach 3. This type of instability is far from a common
occurrence, even for a planing craft, and little is known about the precise
events which can cause a capsize. For planing craft which are designed to
operate in very rough water, adequate top-side flare at the bow will normally
provide reserve restoring moments to resist pitch-poling which, if such a
tendency does exist, is likely to be most prevalent in steep following
seas. Approach 3 should, therefore include the affects of burying the bow
into the flank of a wave, which is a departure from the calm water
consideration normally associated with this approach.

Any truly dynamic simulation of the pitch-pole instability for the purpose
of establishing standards is considered inadvisable. It would be prohibitive-
ly expensive and would likely be of questionable validity without considerable
model test verification. The risk of a full-scale demonstration of pitch-pole
stability boundaries would also be prohibitive, which leaves model testing
(item 5) as the only other alternative approach.,

6.2.5 Broaching-To, Type F

This type of instability can apply to all craft considered. Because of the
very dynamic nature of a broaching event, involving at least two degrees of
freedom, no method based on static considerations is considered appropriate.
Limited and full 6-D.O.F simulations, which can examine the broaching
tendencies of SES, ACV and hydrofoil craft, have been previously developed,
and constitute viable approaches. Model tests have also been used with
considerable success. The demonstration of broaching-to limits during full-
scale trials is considered to have unnecessary risk.
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b.2.6 Tripping and/or Roll Capsize in Beam Seas, Type H

it is believed that significant guidance to preventing tripping in calm water
or capsize in beam seas (and winds),for all craft types consideredcan be
gained from developing standards which govern minimum acceptable restoring
and destabilizing moment energy area ratios as per approach 3. This would
be considered the least complex viable approach, for it need only involve the
roll degree of freedom. Note that, part of the recommended fully submerged
hydrofoil stability criteria (Chapter 3.2.2) includes a required minimum
acceptable restoring moment to be exhibited by the control authority of the
foil flying control surfaces. This is assessed in a design beam sea condition.
This general approach (#2) above is,however, considered inadequateat least
as far as ACVs and SES are concerned. Roll capsize boundaries derived from
dynamic simulation (approach 4a and 4b) are also considered viable although
it is unknown whether any attempt has been made in the past to develop such an
approach. This leaves model testing as the remaining viable approach. It is
the most realistic approach having minimum risk.

6.2.7 Foil Broaching, Type K

The susceptability of a foil on a hydrofoil craft to broach the free surface
can only be assessed reliably from mathematical simulation or model-and full-
scale experimental testing. The development, for this purpose, of a
complete 6-DOF simulation is considered unnecessary. Representation of the
pitch, heave, roll and yaw degrees of freedom would, however, appear essential.

6.2.8 Bottom Slamming, Type L

The susceptibility to severe bottom slamming can, at present, only be assessed
reliably from model-or full-scale testing. Considerable progress in
simulation development has taken place however, in support of the SES, ACV
and hydrofoil programs in the U.S. In each case, complex time and frequency
domain simulations have been used to predict the deterministic severity of
a slam and also the statistical probability of its occurrence. (See BLA MAY 79
and BLA SEP 76 for examples of work accomplished). Although developed to a
fairly advanced stage,the available tools are not, as yet, suitable for
providing inputs to a stability standard.

6.2.9 Heave-Limit Cycle, Type M

This uniquely SES or ACV phenomena can only be assessed reliably from full-
scale testing or mathematical simulation.
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. SUMM.ARY AM) RECOMMENDAT IONS

The results of task 2 of the study of intact .stability standards for dynamically
supported craft,havc been prest-nted In this report within the context of six
principal chapters, to provide the following information:

Chapter I is the introduction which identifies the purpose and scope of tle
t udy.

C('hapt vr 2 dofines what is meant by the term "dynamically supported craft".

'hapter 3 is a discussion of stability standards and guidelines which in the
past have been used in the design of each type of craft considered in the
study.

Chapter 4 commences by defining the types of stability related hazards to which
dynamically supported craft can be subjected. An explanation of each hazard
and the rationale for their combination in certain cases is discussed. This
i. followed by a description of the types of instability which dynamically
supported craft have been known to exhibit. Tables are presented to relate
unstable modes of operation to the service imposed operating hazards which
arc known to have an influence on their initiation or severity.

tlhapter 5 presents a classification of craft types to provide visibility on the
variety of hull shapes, control techniques, propulsion methods and lift systems
that must be considered for possible uniform application of stability standards.
This chapter was included principally for input to the next phase of the
study which will involve the formulation of specific standards.

In Chapter b, six basic approaches to the formulation of stability standards
are identified. These are then classified according to their applicability
to each class of craft and type of instability considered in the study.
Recommendations are made according to the general complexity/simplicity of
application and the likely validity of the approach. The recommendations from
Chapter 6 are sunmmarized in Table 6- 2. This shows the classes of craft to which the
same or similar intact stability standards can be applied.

A considerable body of supporting material, consisting of experimental and
analytic data has been accumulated as a result of the study. Much of this
data could not be included in the present report, but will provide inputs to
the next phase of the study.

It Is apparent from the conclusions of Chapter 6, (summarized in Table 6-2 )
that the use of model test data will play an extremely important role in
standard formulation. Fortunately, in many cases,sufficient data of the
appropriate kind does exist to permit a logical continuation of this study
into phase 2. A notable and surprising exception however, is the lack of
readily available and appropriate experimental data for planing craft.
Considerable data for hydrofoil, SES and ACVs areavailable, principally
because of the extensive U.S. Navy programs which have developed and are continu-
ing to de-velop these craft. Also of particular significance is the extensive
stabilltv rlated experimental work which Is being conducted for ACVs by the
British liovercraft Corporation for the U.K. Ministry of Trade and Industry.
This work is to be published in early 1980 and made available to the U.S.
Coast Guard.
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Phase 2 of the U.S.C.G. program, which has not yet been initiated, is designed
for the detailed investigation of stability parameters and for the development
of recommendIued Stability standards for one, or more, of the categories of
craft e.xamined In this present report.

Of ()art icular concern during this latter phase will be the selection of the
appropriate level of detail upon which to base the standards. Ideally,
standards must be both easy to use and sufficiently comprehensive to ensure
craft safe operation.

Several factors should be considered during the formulation of stability
standards.

(1) They should be selected not to further restrict the operation of
existing craft which have already demonstrated their ability to
operate at an acceptable level of safety.

(2) They should also not unnecessarily inhibit any further research
and development of such craft.

The standards should be presented in such a way that they can be used during
the design process. Standards that can only be applied by testing the full-
scale craft after its construction should be avoided if possible, although

full-scale verification of the standards used during design is a necessary
and appropriate activity.

It is understood that once specific safety standards have been accepted by
the U.S.C.G. and subsequently written into a particular Code of Federal
Regulations there exists no simple method whereby such regulations can be
changed or amended to meet the needs of a rapidly developing technology. It
is probable therefore that any such U.S. Federal Regulatory Code will be
written in general terms similar to those adopted by 114C0. The specific
stability standards which are planned to be developed during phase 2 of this
study would then be used as guidance to future craft builders and as criteria
to help regulatory agencies judge the acceptance of a particular design.
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